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PROJECT SUMMARY
The goal of the project is to construct a small community of homes in a manner that will honor the site’s natural
setting. The thoughtfully designed single-family residences will be sustainable, of high quality, and provided in a wide
range of sizes and affordability. The homes will be located on a small portion of the site, with nearly 90% of the
property remaining undeveloped. Homes will be placed along the east side of the property, so that the entire ridgeline
and west side will remain in its natural state. The overall development will have a minimal visual impact, using colors
and materials drawn directly from the surrounding natural elements. The project will also retain features to support
ongoing community use for the balance of the property, which will benefit Marin County residents in perpetuity.
The project parcel (APN 052-140-33) is located to the south and west of residential development along Donahue
Street, and is accessed from the cul-de-sac at the street’s terminus. The parcel extends from the northern boundary, at
the terminus of Donahue Street, to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) at the southern boundary.
It runs easterly to Marin City, where it borders single and multi-family residential development along Braun Court,
Burgess Court and Buckelew Street, and westerly toward the Tennessee Valley, where it abuts lands that are part of
the GGNRA and the Fernwood Cemetery. In 1984, the County approved a Master Plan to expand the cemetery with
roads and gravesites up to the shared property line. There is additional residential development along Tennessee Valley
Road, downhill and west of the cemetery.
The existing site is undeveloped with the exception of a Marin Municipal Water District (MMWD) water tank near the
northern end and highest point of the site, approximately elevation 410’. The Alta Fire Road traverses the site from the
east of the water tank, beginning at the cul-de-sac of Donahue Street and running roughly parallel to the ridgeline
above. The ridge area is mostly open grassland and chaparral, while the lower slopes drop into steep, wooded ravines
with a preponderance of Coastal Oaks. The Alta Fire Trail is popular for dog walkers and hikers destined to areas of
the GGNRA and the Marin Headlands. The project will leave the trail unaffected and presents a unique opportunity
within the County for the permanent preservation of a majority of this site
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
LIBAO Properties, LLC proposes a Residential Master Planned Development with an 18-lot subdivision on the east,
Marin City side of the parcel, to be developed with 18 detached, single-family homes. Approximately 90% of the site
encompassing the Ridge and Upland Greenbelt (RUG) (the entire west side of the property and the steep ravine
terrain on the east side) will remain undeveloped. The entire improved area, including the roadway and the homes, will
cover approximately 5.3 acres or 10.6% of the overall parcel.
The project is proposed to be fee simple, for sale properties, with each home assigned an Assessor’s Parcel Number,
with the proposed road and the common area land under the control of a homeowners association.
The proposed homes will be set along a private access roadway running north-south, at an elevation that is
approximately 25’ below and roughly parallel to the existing Alta Fire Road that bisects the site. The road is set to the
east of the edge of the RUG area. The houses will be located on the downhill or east side of the road, and will be
nestled among existing and newly planted trees and brush. The entire development is located outside of the RUG (see
sheet SITE-1 of exhibit 2). The design of the houses will incorporate materials and colors drawn from the natural
landscape that help them blend in with the setting. The massing of the homes is broken into forms that step down the
hill parallel to the terrain.
The homes will have four different floor plan layouts that vary in size as follows:
Affordable Home
Standard Home
Standard Home with Cottage
Estate Home

Type A
Type S
Type SC
Type E

1,903 sq. ft.
3,643 sq. ft.
5,160 sq. ft.
7,860 sq. ft.

4 bedroom
4 bedroom
4 bedroom + 2 bedroom 2nd unit
5 bedroom

The proposed private parcels will vary in size) as follows:
Lot
Number

Type
and Number

Lot Size
(acres)

House Size
(square feet)

F.A.R.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

A1
S1
SC1
S2
SC2
S3
A2
A3
SC3
SC4
S4
S5
SC5
S6
S7
S8
S9
E1

0.18
0.30
0.49
0.47
0.67
0.40
0.15
0.25
0.55
0.60
0.47
0.49
0.59
0.42
0.40
0.44
0.30
4.80

1,903
3,643
5,160
3,643
5,160
3,643
1,903
1,903
5,160
5,160
3,643
3,643
5,160
3,643
3,643
3,643
3,643
7,860

.25
.28
.24
.18
.18
.21
.29
.18
.22
.20
.18
.17
.20
.20
.21
.19
.27
.04

AVERAGE:

0.665 acre

4,008 sq. ft.

.14

The variation in lot and home sizes will establish different values and related sales prices, thus providing a range of
housing opportunities at a mix of income levels. (See Affordable Housing Plan.)
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SITE DESIGN
Approximately 90% of the site is proposed to remain in its natural state. Best practices associated with the control of
non-indigenous plants and fire will be maintained throughout the project area. All utilities will be underground and
routed along the private access roadway. Significant plant screening is already present along the Alta Fire Road to
screen the homes from view from above the development. The Alta Fire Road is proposed to remain as public access.
As part of the project development, the Donahue Street terminus cul-de-sac will be improved to maintain the public’s
ability to park cars for access to the Alta Fire Road, and to ensure an unobstructed turnaround for Golden Gate Bus
use. A new gate, designed to GGNRA standards, for access to the existing fire trail is proposed. The new access road
for the development will be paved with asphalt and have concrete shoulders and stone clad retaining walls. The
driveways at the new homes will be either concrete, or if closer to grade, have a porous permeable paver that has an
earth-tone color or a similar treatment wherever possible.
Nearly all of the site improvements and homes will be located to avoid steep terrain greater than 30% slope and
mapped areas of historic slides and poor soils. In the few areas where roads or construction fall within such areas, work
will be installed in accordance with the recommendation of the Project’s Geotechnical Consultant.
The new private access road will have a rural appearance, but with curbs or gutters to maintain soil stability at the foot
of any required retaining walls. It will consist of a 20 ft. wide asphalt paved roadway with a 2 ft. shoulder on the west
side and a 1.5 ft. shoulder on the east side. Where cuts in grade uphill of the new access roadway require retaining,
gravity wall systems are proposed that will be battered back and planted so they will have a natural appearance.
ROADWAY DESIGN
The Marin County Department of Public Works has requested that the private access road be designed under
standards outlined in MCC 24.04.110. This code section requires this to be considered a “minor road” and therefore,
have a paved width of 28 feet with 0.5 feet curbs on either side. This road type requires a 4-foot shoulder on each
side for an improved width of 37 feet. In addition, a public road Right-of-Way of 10 feet from edge of pavement on
either side for a total of 48 feet width defined for the road. Given the existing hill cross slope of approximately 3:1, this
width of right-of-way would require uphill retaining walls of anywhere from 10 to 14 feet in height.
Due to the significant aesthetic and environmental impact this type of road would create both in the cutting of the
hillside and the width of the right-of-way, the project is proposing for the access road to be designed under MCC
22.16.030.E.1 standards for rural roads:
In ridge land areas designated by the Marin Countywide Plan, roads shall be designed to rural standards.
(Generally, not more than 18 feet pavement width, depending on safety requirements. A minimum of 16
feet may be permitted in certain very low use areas, as provided in the improvement standards
established in compliance with Title 24, Sections 24.04.020 et seq., of the County Code (Roads).) No new
roads shall be developed where the required grade is more than 15 percent unless the Review Authority
determines that the roads can be built without environmental damage, comply with State fire safety
regulations, and be used without public inconvenience.
The implication of this regulation is that the road is within the RUG for it to apply. An earlier iteration of the design of
the development had portions of the road and the housing within the RUG, but the Planning staff advised that none of
the development should be in the RUG. The redesign of the development achieves this objective. Despite the fact that
the road is not within the RUG, the proposed use of MCC 22.16.030.E.1 for this project still offers substantial
environmental benefit compared with the “minor road” requirements.
Under objective A1.2 of the Single Family Residential Design Guidelines, it notes,
…“access” streets should be utilized, where appropriate. Street design has an impact on stormwater
quality, both by generating large areas of impervious land coverage, and by collecting pollutants from
automobiles. Alternative street standards and concepts allow for reduction of overall impervious land
coverage and for more environmentally responsible treatment of roadway runoff.
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Objective A1.4 states:
On hillside sites, roads and streets should be located and landscaped to minimize their visibility from the valley floor,
other roads, and neighboring properties.
Objective A1.5 states:
Where street construction is permitted in hillside areas, the extent of visual disruption of the terrain and vegetation
disturbance must be minimized by the combined use of retaining structures and re-grading to approximate the
natural slope. The following techniques should be used:
Use narrower street widths (acceptable to the County and/or Fire Protection District) when it can be
proven that grading impacts will be reduced and it can be shown that the topography, the small number
of lots served, and the probable future traffic impacts are such that narrower widths can be justified
without compromising safety.
The private access road is proposed to run approximately parallel to and along the 350’ contour. By running along the
contour, it minimizes the visual impact and the amount of cutting necessary for its construction. In this case, the road
will not be seen from the Alta Fire Trail due to the existing vegetation and it will not be seen from below due to
vegetation, topography, and the placement of the houses.
The proposed road is to be 20 feet in width with curbs and drainage, with 2 ft. shoulder on the west side and a 1.5 ft.
shoulder on the east side, but with no sidewalks. Early comments from the Fire Department have suggested the 20foot width rather than the 18 feet. With the cross slopes as described above, the uphill retaining walls will in general be
no more than 4 feet high and in some areas, two tiers at no more than 4 feet high for each. Not only will this be
visually much less impactful, but there will be significantly less cutting and filling of the hillside. Above the retaining walls
there will be dense planting to discourage anyone from wandering into this area, but the lower heights will be much
safer for the public as well.
CONCEPTUAL GRADING AND DRAINAGE
Objective A1.4 for grading notes:
Grading should be kept to a minimum and should be performed in a way that respects significant natural
features and blends visually with adjacent properties. Building pads should disturb natural contours as little
as possible. Balanced cut and fill volumes are desirable, and alterations to natural landforms should be
minimized.
and
New building sites should be graded such that they appear to emerge from the slope rather than
superimposing flat areas onto hillside terrain. Retaining wall structures holding back grade to
accommodate a patio or terrace should conform to the natural hillside profile as much as possible.
The houses have been sited so that they appear to emerge from the slope with some of the lowest floor “buried” into
the hillside to minimize mass. The lower floor of the house acts as a retaining wall running parallel along the contours.
Any retaining walls running perpendicular to the contours will have a profile that conforms to hill slope.
Storm water will be collected from all impervious areas and be directed via pipes to 4 bio-retention areas. The bioretention areas will collect the storm water, percolate it through a filtration media, and retain it for infiltration. The bioretention areas treat the water during percolation, encourage infiltration, and provide hydro-modification effects.
Should the bio-retention area reach capacity, the excess water will be released on contour, at convex slopes; both
dissipating the energy and discouraging erosion. The overall effect of the bio-retention areas are to treat, infiltrate, and
dissipate the storm water resulting from the increased impervious area and mimic existing conditions. (See sheet C-4.0
in the drawing set)
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HOUSE DESIGN
The homes are designed to be consistent with the objectives of the Single Family Residential Design Guidelines, in
particular, focusing on hillside settings.
Objective D1.1 General Massing, states:
Buildings should be divided into smaller parts, including detached buildings, to reduce effective visual bulk.
This is especially important in visible hillside settings.
Objective D1.4 Wall Articulations, states:
Large expanses of wall in a single plane on downhill elevations should be avoided. Use horizontal and
vertical building components to reduce the visual bulk of hillside residential development. All buildings
should have surface relief created by modest overhangs, minor projections greater on uphill elevations,
recesses, and plan offsets.
Objective D1.5 Hillside Design states:
Split pads, stepped footings, or pier and grade beam foundations should be used where geotechnically
feasible to permit the structure to “step” to conform to the site’s topography.
Buildings should be cut into the hillside to reduce effective visual bulk. Excavate underground or use below
grade rooms to reduce effective bulk and to provide energy-efficient and environmentally-desirable spaces.
The visual area of the building can be minimized through a combined use of re-grading, landscaping
techniques, and color choices.
The slope of most of the roof should be oriented in the same direction as the natural slope. Gabled, hip,
and shed roof forms at a low to moderate pitch are encouraged for hillside settings. Moderate overhangs
on downhill elevations to create strong shadow lines are desirable.
The roof on lower levels should be used for the deck open space of upper levels. Extensive use of rooftop
terraces at lower stories, verandas, and other defined outdoor spaces are encouraged.
Objective D1.7 Exterior Materials and Colors, states:
In natural settings, building materials and color schemes should blend with the natural landscape of earth
tones and natural woodland or grassland vegetative growth. High contrast trim colors that accentuate the
bulk and mass of structures should be avoided. Retaining walls should be colored with a dark to medium
value earth-tone shade. On hillside sites, light-colored or high contrast trim should not be used if visible
from off-site locations. Building materials should also be selected with consideration for their fire-resistant
and sustainable properties.
The overriding goal in planning the site and designing the proposed homes is that it be in harmony with the property’s
natural settings. To honor the site’s special wilderness character, simple forms, low sloping gable roofs with flat
overhangs for deep shadows and natural materials have been chosen as the dominant exterior elements. To preserve
the natural topography of the hill, the homes have been specifically designed to fit the existing contours. The building
forms step with the down sloping building sites. Numerous new trees (number is undetermined at this time), all native
species, will be planted so the homes will be discreet and well screened. While most of the new trees will be oaks,
alternate species will be utilized to avoid problems associated with monoculture planting.
All 18 homes will share the same architectural style and material /color treatment. The overall style is modern with a
Japanese quality with simple rectangular forms and low-sloping gable and flat roofs. With large sliding door systems, the
interiors will flow out to outdoor spaces, which are primarily confined to roof terraces and small patios at the lowest
level of the house. These patios are at or near grade, creating level spaces with minimal disturbance of the contours of
the hillsides. Building materials are primarily stucco and stained wood siding, both with colors that are drawn from the
natural environment such as soil, rock outcroppings, tree bark and leaf colors. The sloping roofs will be a medium grey
metal standing seam and the flat areas will have a light, earth-tone colors to be a “cool roof” for energy efficiency. All
materials are chosen for their long-term low maintenance and high-quality performance.
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The principal visual form elements are summarized as follows:
• Simple, yet thick stucco walls having a fine texture and clear, square edges
• Stained wood siding on portions of the walls
• Colors chosen from natural elements of the site
• Stepped pads to conform to site’s topography
• Houses cut into hillside to minimize height and appearance of mass
• Roofs of lower levels used as outdoor spaces
• Walls articulated with materials and differentiated planes
• Voids between wall planes glazed with windows having a dark aluminum sash
• Low stonewalls extending beyond the building perimeter conform to natural slope
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
As is best practice today, the site and the buildings will be designed to be environmentally sustainable and minimally
intrusive on the site. The total of the road area and footprints of the houses is approximately 2.5 acres or 5% of the
site. The disturbance area for the project is approximately 5.3 acres or 10.6% of the overall site. Current ideas on
materials, building construction systems, landscape and energy will be incorporated into the project. The following is an
outline of some of those ideas:
1) Efficient land use by minimizing land area for development
2) Protection of the natural landscape through:
• Use of native plants
• Fire management plan
• Protection of wildlife habitat through the use of native plants and maintenance of shrubs
• Each home has a small garden area at front, with natural, drought-tolerant landscaping
• Management plan for oak forests directed by a certified Arborist
3) Water efficient landscape strategies:
• High efficiency irrigation systems
• Investigating use of on-site cisterns to collect rainwater for irrigation
• Hydro-zoning of landscape design
4) Energy efficient homes including:
• High efficiency mechanical, electrical and lighting systems
• No air conditioning
• Tight building shell with good ventilation
• Designs that exceed Title 24 requirements
• Thermal mass in some floors and walls
• Investigating use of PV and domestic hot water solar panels
• Investigate Net-zero energy opportunities
• Designed to meet Greenpoint or LEED standards
5) Construction techniques and materials that reduce waste including:
• Elimination of unnecessary framing
• Use of structurally insulated panels (SIP) for framing
• Use of engineered lumber
6) Use environmentally preferable materials including:
• Recycled or healthy products for interior finishes
• Concrete or tile patios instead of wood decks
• Recycled OSB subfloor and sheathing
• Low VOC paints, finishes and adhesives
• Low emitting insulation
• Reduced formaldehyde casework
• Durable construction details to minimize water intrusion and mold
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LANDSCAPING AND SCREENING
The planting vision was inspired by the character and aesthetics of the natural Californian environment. The use of
native perennials and shrubs will be used interchangeably throughout the site to maintain a cohesive look and provide
character to the neighborhood. Trees will be used to create privacy and mitigate visual impacts between adjacent
outdoor spaces, while maintaining outward views to the natural landscape. The planting palette includes species that
are California natives, drought tolerant, deer resistant, and fire resistant. The edges of the built landscape will include a
transition zone in order to preserve the quality of the surrounding habitat.
All new plantings will primarily be within the ‘Disturbance Limit’ on the site, with the exception of some trees and
shrubs for screening. Planting within the disturbed area will be as naturalistic as possible. Locally, native erosion control
seeds and planting will be installed on steep slopes and all open, disturbed ground will be planted to return to native
grassland with scattered shrubs and oaks. Drainage swales will be vegetated utilizing plants native to wet, marshy
conditions similar to those found on the site. The paving types vary from asphalt for the road to permeable and unit
pavers at the entry courts, patios and pathways to each house.
By locating the homes so that they step down the hillside, designed with natural materials and colors and where they
will tuck in close to the tree canopy, many will be moderately visible from off-site vantage points. In Appendix A, views
of the proposed project are provided from various points:
1. Aerial view from east over the Mill Valley exit on US 101
2. Aerial view from Shoreline Highway
3. Aerial view from Bridgeway in Sausalito
4. Eye-level view from Mill Valley-Sausalito Path
SITE LIGHTING
Exterior illumination at the homes will be limited, general to low-level fixtures with shielded light sources. Address
numbers will be illuminated at the minimum lumens required by the Fire Department. Garden lighting will be limited to
low path lights or LED step lights on the residential stairways, recessed down lights, and /or light sconces, will be
located at exterior doorways as required by code, but these will also have a low brightness level and shielded lamps.
There will be no up lighting of trees, soffit lighting, or illumination of building facades.
Low-level lighting meeting Marin County’s minimum safety standards for public parking areas, will be provided for the
upgraded parking area at the Donahue terminus and any parking within the development. There will be no lighting
along the proposed new private access road.
PUBLIC BENEFITS
The many benefits offered by this master plan include:
a. Preserve a significant portion as open space the last privately-owned portion of Marin City ridgeline.
b. Preserve 39.2 acres or 79% of the 49.81 acre site as open and undeveloped land without using public funds.
c. Preserve existing wildlife habitat within the ridgeline zone.
d. Preserve and formalize public access to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
e. The Project includes improvements to the Donahue Street cul-de-sac; designed to improve traffic, circulation
and parking at that location. The project will include sidewalk and landscape enhancements. This development will
serve to improve the public transit route as well as those utilizing the parking and trail access to GGNRA.
e. Reduce the risk of fire through a well-developed fire Management Plan.
f. Reduce the spread of invasive, non-indigenous plants.
g. Provide a mix of housing sizes and values, offering a range of housing opportunities to owners of different
income levels
h. Help the County meet its Countywide Plan Housing Element and State-mandated new unit count by providing
20% low-income units and 30% moderate-income units.
i. Seek to hire qualified consultants and construction labor among residents of Marin City to provide local job
opportunities.
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PLANNING CODE COMPLIANCE
a. Marin Countywide Plan (MCP):
1) Policies EQ-3.11 and EQ-3.25 encourage the protection of the visual qualities of the environment by ensuring
development is in scale with environmental constraints such as steep slopes.
In the proposed design, the houses step down the hillside on two or three floors paralleling the slope of the hills. The building
materials are complimentary in color and type to the surrounding environment. The overall landscape design is made up of
native and drought-tolerant plants to blend in to the existing natural setting.
2) Policy EQ-3.7 encourages locating development to avoid erosion, landslides and fire.
The development is designed to have a minimal footprint and will have houses, materials, landscaping and retaining walls to
avoid erosion, landslides and fires. The plan was developed to avoid development in areas with a slope greater than 30%. The
geotechnical study report indicates no landslide activity in the development area. (See “Preliminary Geological Study Report,
RGH Consultants, June 22, 2017)
3) Policy EQ-3.19 encourages the clustering of buildings below the ridgelines to avoid sprawl and preserve visual
resource.
Due to the slopes of the property and the location of the RUG area, the project is suggesting a” linear clustering” approach to
site the development in the most compact form the slope contours allow. The houses are set 40 to 60 feet below the
ridgeline with a material palette and forms that blend into the existing natural setting.
4) Policy EQ-3.18a encourages screening buildings by wooded areas, rocks and depressions in topography.
The development is sited to take advantage of the down sloping and undulating topography. The houses are sited with a
screening of trees with both existing and new plantings for the basement and first floors of the houses. There are no rock
outcroppings in the development area. Given that the development is set approximately parallel to the contours, there are no
noticeable depressions in the area.
5) The MCP’s Design Criteria for wooded hillsides encourages the siting of buildings to maximize the protection of
visual resources, avoiding the removal of vegetation, avoiding development on visually prominent ridgelines, and setting
buildings apart naturally among the trees.
The development honors the MCP’s design criteria by siting the project in such a way to disturb only 5.3 acres of the 49.81
acre site or just 10.6%. Of that, the roadway only covers 0.83 acre and the houses, 1.66 acres. The overall project FAR is
0.03. The project protects the ridgeline by its setting significantly below and having the houses separated by newly planted or
existing trees and vegetation. The overall goal of the design is to make the houses appear to be set into the hillside with
materials and landscaping to reduce visual impacts.
6) Ridge and Upland Greenbelt (RUG) Area Overlay Designation:
A portion of the property running roughly parallel and starting to the east of the ridgeline is overlaid with additional
land use designation of Ridge and Upland Greenbelt Area. (MCP Policy CD-8.12, EQ-3.18 and Map 6.1 Marin City
Land Use Policy Map). This overlay designation covers the following are of the site:
Total Overall Site Area:
Area within the Ridge & Upland Greenbelt Area
Area outside the Ridge & Upland Greenbelt Area

49.81 acres
29.68 acres (60%)
20.13 acres (40%)

The entire proposed development is located outside of the RUG.
b. Marin Countywide Development Code (MCDC):
1) Unit Density:
a) The project parcel is in Marin County Zoning District RMP 0.5. RMP stands for Residential Multiple Planned
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District, which MCDC Section 22.10.020 G. notes is a zoning designation “applied to areas identified by the Marin
Countywide Plan as capable of accommodating increased density.” 0.5 refers to the maximum permitted density
of 1 unit per 2 acres. This applies to areas that do not lie in the RUG. For the 20.13 acres outside the RUG at a
density of .5units/acre, this allows 10 houses.
b) Policy CD 8.12 calls for lands located in the Ridge and Upland Greenbelt Area to be limited to a residential
base density of 1 unit per 10 acres. At 29.68 acres, the density of the area within the RUG yields 2.97 units, or 3
houses.
c) Marin County 20% Inclusionary Housing Requirement (very-low or low income) and Marin City Community
Plan requirement for 30% moderate income affordability.
With a base density of 13 units, the 20% inclusionary requirement is 2.6 units, rounded to three (3) units. These
affordable units are noted as “A” in the project information. The remaining 10 units will be offered at market rate. This
project is requesting a density bonus of 35% in accordance with the California State Bonus Density Law. This results in
an additional five (5) market rate units for a total density of 18. These units are noted as “S” for Standard or “E” for
estate in the project information.
To meet the Marin City Community Plan requirement for 30% moderate affordability, the project is proposing to provide
second units of 1,160 sq. ft. as part of the standard homes to meet the Community Plan policy. 30% of the 18 units
would be 5.4 units rounded to five (5) units. Five (5) second-units are provided in the project plan in addition to the 3
units that meet the County’s inclusionary policy. The 2nd units are noted as “Standard” + Cottage (SC) in the project
information.
2) Ridgeline Standard:
Section 22.16.030 F. 2. Sets as a development standard that no construction shall occur on top of, or within 300
feet horizontally, or within 100 vertically of visually prominent ridgelines, whichever is more restrictive, unless no
other suitable locations are available on the site. If structures must be placed within this restricted area because of
site constraints, they shall be in locations that are the least visible from adjacent properties and view corridors.
For this site, the 100-foot vertical distance is the most restrictive. Of the total 49.81 acres, only 18 acres, or 36% of the
project site, is outside of the 100-foot vertical distance. Of this area, only approximately 18% of that lies outside of the
RUG, steep slopes of 30% and more, areas of past land instability and wooded ravines that cover much of the remaining
property, thereby substantially limiting suitable alternative building sites. Therefore, while all of the residential
development lies beyond 300’ of the ridge, the development lies between 40’ to 60’ below the ridgeline.
However, due to these restrictions, the proposed home locations remain consistent with the ridgeline development
standard, as there are no other suitable less steep locations available on the site and the homes have been placed
where they can be screened by either existing trees or new plant material and are therefore the least visible from
adjacent properties and view corridors.
3) Building Clusters:
a) Section 22.16.030 F. 1. Requires clustering buildings on the most accessible, least visually prominent and most
geologically stable portion of the property. Clustering is especially important on open grassy hillsides; a great
scattering of building may be preferable on wooded hillsides to save trees. Building should be screened by
wooded areas, rock and natural features.
This site is not suited to traditional clustering due its topography, its steep slopes and areas of instability, location of
ravines for natural runoff and the location of the RUG, which limits any possibility of creating a clustered grouping of
buildings. Instead, “linear clustering” is a demonstrably better approach for this terrain. This style of development is
consistent to other steep hillside developments in Marin City as can be seen along Donohue Street above Bay Vista
Circle, where buildings follow the slope of the hill parallel to the street. Houses along Braun Court, Buckelew Street and
Burgess Court also follow this linear pattern that parallels the contours, as it clearly results in less excavation and
resulting visual impact.
4) Building Coverage, Floor Area, Setbacks, Building Height, Parking and Exterior Materials and Colors:
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a) An approved Precise Development Plan will govern maximum building coverage, floor area and setbacks.
The project has a coverage of buildings and roadway of 2.48 acres or 5% of the total land area, an average Floor Area
Ratio (FAR) of 0.14 on specified parcels and setbacks of 20’-0” in the front, 8’-0” on the sides and 25’-0” for the rear.
b) Building Height: No part of a building shall exceed 30’ in height above natural grade, and no accessory building
shall exceed 15’ in height about natural grade. The lowest floor level shall not exceed 10’ above natural grade at
the lowest corner.
All of the houses in this development conform to these limits.
c) Minimum required parking is four spaces per dwelling; two for occupants and two for guests.
All of the houses except the affordable ones have 4 parking spaces on site, either in a garage for two cars or on a
driveway that has a minimum length of 25’ and width of 20’ for 2-car parking. The affordable houses have parking for 2
cars each, one in a garage and one in a driveway. Additional parking along the road provides the additional spaces
required to meet the 4-space minimum for the affordable houses.
d) Materials and colors shall blend into the natural environment unobtrusively, to the greatest extent possible.
The overall palette for the buildings consists of primarily wood siding and stucco. The colors specified at this stage of
development, will be grays, browns, and beiges to pick up the natural colors of the soils, rock outcroppings, tree bark and
leaves found on the site.
5) Site Preparation: (Section 22.16.030 L. and M.)
a) Grading: MCDC sets as a development standard that grading shall be kept to a minimum, preserve natural
features, avoid flat plans and sharp angles at the intersection with the natural terrain.
The project proposes the use of gravity walls at uphill roadway cuts, upon which plants will be planted to conceal the
material. Pad grading for home sites is avoided in favor of extending the structures to natural grade, or to outdoor
terraces. The disturbance area for the project is kept to approximately 5 acres or 10% of the overall site.
b) Drainage: MCDC sets as a development standard, drainage that will avoid significant erosion and impervious
surfaced shall be minimized.
Porous concrete was considered for the new roadway serving the homes, but the slopes would cause most of the water
to runoff before it soaked in. Driveways will be utilize a porous-paver where possible. Runoff will be directed to bio-swales
for natural filtration and to avoid erosion. On-site cisterns, where water can be collected for irrigation and /or metered out
during periods of non-peak rainfalls, are also being explored.
e) Utilities: In ridge land areas designated by the countywide plan, roads shall be designed to rural standards.
(Generally, not more than 18’ pavement width, depending on safety requirements. A minimum of 16’ may be
permitted in certain very low use areas, as provided in the improvement standards established pursuant to Marin
County Code, Section 24.04.) In ridge land areas, streetlights shall be of low-level density, and low in profile. In all
areas, power and telephone lines shall be underground where feasible.
There will be no streetlights installed along the proposed access road. Based on the request of the Marin County Fire
Department, the new roadway will be 30.5’ wide comprised of a 20’ wide traveled way with 2’ wide shoulder on the
uphill side and 1.5’ shoulder on the downhill side.
c) Marin City Community Plan (MCCP):
The project is located within the boundaries of the Marin City Community Plan and referred to as Area 8 within the
plan. New development would be required to preserve and enhance the physical character of the area and
accordingly, includes a variety of environmental. Land use, and design policies related to ridgeline development:
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A. The project should maintain the ridgelands diverse vegetation communities (i.e., oak/bay, grassland, coastal brush
lands) (EP 2.1)
The proposed project has a minimal impact on the diverse vegetation communities on this site. Only 10.6% of the overall site
is within the “disturbance limit” and only 2.5% is covered by the roadway or structures. For the area within the disturbance
limit, some oak trees are expected to be removed for houses at the south end of the development. New oak trees and
vegetation will be installed that is native and drought-tolerant. Other areas will be restored with new vegetation that is present
in the surrounding area.
B. The project design and development in the ridgelands should conform to existing hillside grades and extensive
grading and excavation (including roadways) should not be permitted (EP 3.1)
The proposed project is sensitive to the existing topography and will require minimal grading and excavation. As described
earlier, the roadway is to be a “rural” road to significantly reduce the excavation needed. The roadway is designed to run, for
the most part, parallel to the 350’ contour line, which reduces the need for extensive grading. Each house in the development
is designed to step down the hillside parallel to the ground plane. Minimal excavation for each house is proposed with areas
of raised foundations and crawlspaces for uphill portions and with portions of the basement level built deeply into the hillside.
The goal is to balance the cut and fill on each building site.
C. The project should maintain a mix of income levels in Marin City’s residential development. (LP 2)
The proposed project has a variety of housing types for a mix of income levels. There are three affordable houses (A) to meet
Marin County’s requirement for 20% low-income units. 5 of the 18 houses (SC) have legal 2-bedroom second units of 1,160
sq. ft. to satisfy the MCCP requirement of 30% of the units for moderate affordable households. There are 9 standard houses
(S) of 3 and 4 bedrooms for upper-middle income buyers and one estate house (E) is for a wealthy owner.
D. The project should maintain significant natural features in their natural state through careful design in any
development (DP 2.2)
The proposed project is designed in a part of the property with relative low vegetation, sparse tree cover, moderate slopes,
and slopes that are less than 30%. There are significant rock outcroppings, to the west, dense areas of coastal oaks to the
south and east and steep, wooded ravines with ephemeral runoff to the east and west sides of the site that will all remain
undeveloped.
E. The project should retain tree masses and the natural drainage system in the ridgelands area (DP 2.3)
The entire development is designed to be out of the Ridge and Upland Greenbelt. The proposed project has been designed to
avoid the large tree masses on the site and retain the existing natural drainage patterns on the site. Only two of the 18
houses, numbers 15 and 16 have a small impact on the tree masses of coastal oaks in that area of the site. To the east of
the development area are ravines with significant tree coverage that are unaffected by the project. The entire west side of the
site with its ravines, steep slopes and natural drainage patterns will remain unaffected.
F. The project should consider the visual qualities and view potential of both natural and human settings (DP 2.5)
The houses of the proposed project were designed to be minimally visually intrusive to the site. Located between the RUG
and the steep ravines to the east, each house is made up of small masses to minimize the footprint of the house and allow
landscape to screen the lower portions of the house. The materials and colors of the houses are deigned to blend in with the
natural setting with wood and stucco of muted tones of grey, or taupe. Conceptual views of the site are in Appendix A.
A Cultural Resources Evaluation (Appendix C) for the project site found no cultural or historical resources.
G. The project should include a minimum of 30% of the units for affordable to moderate income households (LI 5.3.2)
As described above, the 30% moderate-income requirement is met by providing five (5) properties with 1,160 sq. ft. 2bedroom second units. This is in addition to the three (3) low-income affordable units to meet the MCP requirement of 20%.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING PLAN
This section of text presents the Applicant’s best understanding of the regulatory environment governing affordable
housing at the time of submittal, and may require additional discussion during the review process. The proposed
project has a baseline density of 13 units. The project will require approval of a density bonus in accordance with the
California State Bonus Density Law for 5 additional units, resulting in a total of 18 units as set forth below.
A. Number, affordability level, unit type, tenure, number of bedrooms, location, size and design of inclusionary
units
1.
2.

3.

Three (3) of the 13 units will be offered as affordable units (20% of base density)1
12 bedrooms will be offered as affordable.
Five (5) of the 18 units will have secondary units that will also be offered as moderate-income units ( in
addition to the three (3) affordable homes) for a total of eight (8) units (or 44% of total units) to meet
Marin City Community Plan requirement for affordability of 30% of units.
10 bedrooms will be offered as moderate income
Affordable Units will be offered to households qualifying under the “Low” income standard as outlined
below
Household Size

30% of Median
Extremely Low

50% of Median
Very Low

80% of Median
Low

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

27,650
31,600
35,550
39,500
42,700
45,850
49,000
52,150

46,100
52,650
59,250
65,800
71,100
76,350
81,600
86,900

73,750
84,300
94,850
105,350
113,800
122,250
130,650
139,100

Marin County
2017 Median

$ 115,300

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il/il2017/2017summary.odn
4.

The three (3) Affordable housing units will each be 4-bedroom units and the additional
five (5) secondary units will consist of two-bedroom units.

5.

Affordable housing units will be disbursed throughout the property and located in various areas of the
Site in accordance with Chapter 22.22080(D).

6.

The design of the exterior portion of the affordable housing units will be consistent and representative of
the overall housing mix in accordance with Chapter 22.22.080(D).

B. Selection Criteria
Selection criteria for affordable units will be in full compliance with all applicable Fair Housing laws
C. Construction schedule and phasing of inclusionary units in relation to market-rate units
Construction of affordable housing units will occur simultaneously with the entire project.
D. Provisions for Income certification and screening

1 Chapter 22.22.090 states, in part, “20% of the total number of dwelling units or lots within a subdivision shall be
developed as, or dedicated to, affordable housing. Where the Inclusionary housing calculation results in a decimal
fraction greater than 0.50, the fraction shall be rounded up to one additional dwelling unit or lot.”
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1.
2.
E.

Incentives Requested
The owner reserves the right to request regulatory concessions and/or incentives concerning the applicability
of County policy that would result in identifiable and actual cost reductions. The Project sponsor understands
that County’s environmental review process may result in further mitigation measures and revisions to the
Project that may result in changes to the density bonus application and requests for concessions or incentives
.
The following concessions and incentives are being requested under California and State Density and Bonus
law (Government Code Section 65915, as amended) and Section 22.24.030 of the Marin County
Development Code.
1.
2.

3.

4.

F.

Provisions for screening applicants and ongoing monitoring and administration will be undertaken by
Project Sponsor.
The Project Sponsor has owned and operated other projects including affordable housing units in the
Bay Area operating in full compliance with City and County inclusionary requirements.

Reserve the right to pursue up to the maximum of 35% density bonus (5 additional units) as a result of
the stated intent to build 20% of the total units for low income.
For County approval of the Project’s affordable housing units to low income households at the higher
end of the density bonus range applicable to the Project Site in accordance with Marin, Countywide Plan
Policy TR-1.e and Section 22.34.020 of the Development Code.
Countywide Plan Policy TR-1e provides: “New development shall be restricted to the low end of the
applicable residential/commercial floor area ratio range where the LOS standards will be exceeded at any
intersection or road segment or worsened on any grandfathered segment. Densities higher than the low
end of the applicable residential/commercial floor area ratio may be considered for …new housing units
affordable to very low and low-income households. Countywide policy TR-1.e further states that the
County shall condition all projects to include feasible mitigation measures for project-related traffic
impacts.
With only 18 units, the Project will have minimum transportation impacts and negligible impact on
Donohue Street traffic and its intersections.
Project Public Benefits and Concessions
The Project includes improvements to the Donahue turnaround; designed to improve traffic,
circulation and parking patterns at that location. The project will include sidewalk and landscape
enhancements at that location. This development will serve to improve the public transit route as
well as those utilizing the parking and trail access to GGNRA.
Trail access – Project preserves existing trail along the Alta Fire Road for public access and
connection to GGNRA parkland.
Open Space Preservation – Project is designed to maintain significant ridge land open space (+25
acres) for public use.
The following exceptions are requested under Marin County Development Code 24.04.340
Minimum required parking spaces
Roadway width
Fee waivers (Chapter 22.24.020(l)
Technical Assistance (Chapter 22.24020(K)
Priority Processing (Chapter 22.24.020(L)

Fair Housing Marketing Plan
Owner’s sales team will guarantee compliance with all applicable housing laws through the implementation of
a Fair Housing Marketing Plan; to include the following:
1. Identify Fair Housing recipients
2. Policy -Project representative will adopt written policies identifying program opportunities to potential
participants least likely to apply for the housing units.
3. Training- Project representative will be trained in Fair housing training in compliance with HUD
regulations.
4. Data Collection/Reporting – Project representative will develop procedures for collecting and reporting
information.
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5.
6.

Compliance Assessment – Project representative will develop a review process to guarantee that sales
efforts are effective and in compliance with law.
Recordkeeping – Project representative will have procedures for record keeping on all pertinent data.
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Viewpoints Map

1. Aerial view from east over the Mill Valley exit on US 101
2. Aerial view from Shoreline Highway
3. Aerial view from Bridgeway in Sausalito
4. Eye-level view from Mill Valley-Sausalito Path
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1. Aerial view from east over the Mill Valley exit on US 101
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2. Aerial view from Shoreline Highway
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3. Aerial view from Bridgeway in Sausalito
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4. Eye-level view from Mill Valley-Sausalito Path
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APPENDIX B: Tree Impacts Analysis

September 27, 2016
Jonathan Pearlman
Elevation Architects
439 Healdsburg Avenue
Healdsburg, CA 95448
RE: LIBAO Marin City Project Preliminary Tree Impact Analysis

Dear Mr. Pearlman,
The purpose of this letter is to inform you of the results of a preliminary review of potential
impacts to trees potentially protected per the Marin County Native Tree Preservation and
Protection Ordinance (Tree Ordinance) associated with the plans to develop a residential
subdivision on an unimproved parcel (APN 052-140-33) in the unincorporated community of
Marin City, in Marin County, California (Figure 1).
Based on this assessment, we estimate that within the extent of development there are 76
native trees that are large enough to be considered “protected” or “heritage” trees per the Marin
County Native Tree Preservation and Protection Ordinance.
Regulatory Background
Marin County Native Tree Preservation and Protection Ordinance
Marin County Municipal code Chapter 22.75, “Native Tree Preservation and Protection”,
establishes regulations for the preservation of native trees in the non-agricultural unincorporated
areas of Marin County. The ordinance defines a “protected tree” as any one of the following.
Native tree species which are considered “protected” at 6 inches DBH or greater and “heritage”
at 18 inches DBH or greater include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesii)
Sargent cypress (Hesperocyparis sargentii, formerly Cupressus sargentii)
coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia)
canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis)
blue oak (Quercus douglasii)
Oregon oak (Quercus garryana)
California black oak (Quercus kelloggii)
valley oak (Quercus lobata)
Shreve’s oak (Quercus parvula var. shrevei)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

chaparral oak (Quercus wislizeni)
narrow leaved willow (Salix exigua)
red willow (Salix laevigata)
arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis)
shinning willow (Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra)
Scoulier’s willow (Salix scouleriana)
Sitka willow (Salix sitchensis)

Native tree species which are considered “protected” at 10 inches DBH or greater and “heritage”
at 30 inches DBH or greater include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum)
box elder (Acer negundo var. californicum)
California buckeye (Aesculus californica)
white alder (Alnus rhombifolia)
red alder (Alnus rubra)
serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia)
giant chinquapin (Chrysolepis chrysophylla, formerly Castanopsis chrysophylla)
mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides)
hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii)
Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia)
silk tassel (Garrya elliptica)
tanbark oak (Notholithocarpus densiflorus, formerly Lithocarpus densiflorus)
wax myrtle (Myrica californica)
Bishop pine (Pinus muricata)
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
red elderberry (Sambucus racemosa var. racemosa, formerly Sambucus callicarpa)
coast redwood (Sequoia sempervirens)
Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia)
California nutmeg (Torreya californica)
California bay (Umbellularia californica)

It is unlawful to remove more than a total of two (2) “protected trees” as defined above within
any 12 month period, or any “heritage tree” on an “improved parcel” except as provided for in
Section 22.75.050 (Exemptions) and as provided for in Section 22.75.080 (Tree Removal
Permits) of the Ordinance. Removal generally means the removal or destruction of any
protected tree or the alteration of any protected tree which may adversely affect the health and
survival of the tree. Routine trimming and pruning is not considered tree removal per the Tree
Ordinance. The owner of property upon which protected and/or heritage trees are located may
request to remove protected trees not otherwise exempt from by filing an application for a Tree
Removal Permit. Exemptions to the Ordinance include:
Exemptions to the Ordinance include:
A. The tree is not specifically defined as a protected tree by the Ordinance.
B. The general health of the tree is so poor due to disease, damage, or age that efforts to
ensure its long-term health and survival are unlikely to be successful.
C. The tree is infected by a pathogen or attacked by insects that threaten surrounding trees
as determined by an arborist report or other qualified professional as defined above.

D. The tree is a potential public health and safety hazard due to the risk of its falling and
structural instability cannot be remedied.
E. The tree is a public nuisance by causing damage to improvements, such as
building foundations, retaining walls, roadways/driveways, patios, sidewalks and decks,
or interfering with the operation, repair, or maintenance of public utilities.
F. The tree has been identified by a Fire Inspector as a fire hazard.
G. The removal of the tree has been specifically proposed and authorized as part of the
final approval of a discretionary development permit, including, but not necessarily
limited to Master Plan, Development Plan, Design Review, Coastal Permit, Tentative
Subdivision Map, Final Subdivision Map, Use Permit, or Variance.
H. The tree was planted for a commercial tree enterprise, such as Christmas tree farms or
orchards.
I. Prohibiting the removal of the tree will conflict with CC&R’s which existed at the time this
ordinance was adopted.
J. The tree is located on land which is zoned agriculture (A, ARP, APZ, C-ARP or C-APZ)
and is used for commercial agricultural purposes. (This criterion is provided to recognize
the agricultural property owner’s need to manage these large properties and continue
their efforts to be good stewards of the land.)
K. Any public agency to provide for the routine management and maintenance of public
land or to construct a fuel break during a fire.
L. The tree was removed prior to the effective date of the Ordinance.
Methods
On February 25, and May 18, 2016, WRA biologist Scott Yarger (Botanist, ISA-Certified Arborist
#WE-9300A) performed an assessment of biological resources at the Project site. Several coast
live oak (Quercus agrifolia), and California bay (Umbellularia californica) trees large enough to
be considered “protected” or “heritage” trees per the Tree Ordinance were identified within the
extent of development (see Figure 1). Many of the trees were inaccessible due to impenetrable
coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis) and large stands of poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum),
and a formal tree survey would not be possible without substantial brush clearing to facilitate
access.
In lieu of a formal tree survey, a desktop review of potential trees protected per the Marin Tree
Ordinance was conducted on September 22, 2016 for project planning purposes. The extent of
development impact area (See Figure 1: Extent of Development, 5 acres) was reviewed using
aerial photographs (Google Earth 2016) in order to estimate the quantity of protected trees.
Areas outside the extent of development were not analyzed. The desktop assessment was
assisted by personal observations and photographs from the February and May site visits.
Aerial signatures of California bay and coast live oak trees were discernable based on their
color signature. California bay trees have a light green aerial signature, whereas coast live oaks
have a dark green aerial signature. The Google Earth “3D Buildings” feature 1 was also used to
differentiate shrub stands from tree canopy by assessing their elevations. Stand-alone coast
live oaks with approximately 10 foot canopy spread or greater were assumed to be 6 inches
DBH (protected). Stand-alone California bay with approximately 15 foot canopy spread or
greater were assumed to be 10 inches DBH (protected). In areas with contiguous, closed
1

The Google Earth “3D Buildings” feature is a data set that generates a surface elevation for the Google
Earth maps and aerial photos. Data sources from which this surface is developed are not disclosed by
Google and thus the level of accuracy is unknown.

canopy, the number of trees were estimated based on observed density during February and
May site visits.
Results
Based on desktop review of aerial photographs (Google Earth 2016) and observations during
the site visits, the 5-acre development extent of the Project contains approximately 76 native
trees that are large enough to be considered “protected” or “heritage” trees per the Marin
County Native Tree Preservation and Protection Ordinance. Protected or heritage trees are
predominantly California bay and coast live oak, but may also include madrone (Arbutus
menziesii), and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). This analysis is only an estimate and the
actual numbers and species of protected and/or heritage trees may differ.
In addition, during the site visit the arborist observed that many of the coast live oaks were dead
or dying, and probably infected with sudden oak death (Phytophthora ramorum), based on the
symptom observed in the field. Sudden oak death kills some oaks and other species of trees and the
only way to be certain that a plant has sudden oak death is to have a plant tissue sample
analyzed in a laboratory. This analysis does not determine the health or structural status of the
trees and therefore, the total number that would require a tree removal permit may be lower due
to being diseased or structurally damaged.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

Sean Avent
Associate Wetland Biologist

REFERENCES
Google Earth. 2016. Aerial Photography 1987-2015.
Marin County. 2002. Native Tree Preservation and Protection Ordinance Number 3342 of Title
22 of the Marin County Code.

Figure 1. Proposed Project Development Plan, Preliminary Tree
Assessment and Biological Communities
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APPENDIX C: Archeological Inventory Report

A CULTURAL RESOURCES EVALUATION OF
THE LIBAO MARIN CITY DEVELOPMENT, MARIN CITY, MARIN
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
SUBMITTED BY
William Roop, ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SERVICE

SUBMITTED FOR
Jonathon Pearlman, Elevation Architects, San Francisco
July 20, 2016

A.R.S. Project 16-019

INTRODUCTION
As requested and authorized, Archaeological Resource Service has conducted an
archaeological evaluation of the parcel described below. The evaluation consisted of these
separate aspects:
1. A check of the information on file with our office and the Regional Office of the California
Historical Resources Information System, to determine the presence or absence of
previously recorded historic or prehistoric cultural resources,
2. A check of appropriate historic references to determine the potential for historic era
archaeological deposits, and;
3. Contact with the Native American Heritage Commission to determine the presence or
absence of listed Sacred Lands within the project area;
4. Contact with the County of Marin listing all appropriate Native American organizations or
individuals designated by the Native American Heritage Commission as interested
parties for the project area;
5. A surface reconnaissance of all accessible parts of the project area to locate any visible
signs of potentially significant historic or prehistoric cultural deposits.
6. Preparation of this report describing the work accomplished, the results of the research,
and making appropriate recommendations for further action, if warranted.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project would develop sixteen residences along an extension of Donahue Street
running approximately parallel to the route of the present fire road. The buildings will be
situated below the ridge line on the eastern side of the ridge. Land below the residences and
west of the extension of Donahue Street will be left undeveloped.
The archaeological investigation has been undertaken to determine if there is a potential for the
loss of potentially significant archaeological sites or historic structures as a result of the
proposed undertaking. As outlined above, the investigation has included an examination of the
existing literature, contact with the Native American Heritage Commission to determine the
presence or absence of sacred sites, an examination of soils within the project area, and
production of this report describing the work and presenting the conclusions.

607 Martin Avenue, Suite 101
Rohnert Park, Ca 94928
(707) 586-2577  FAX (707) 586-2580
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FIGURE 1 -- THE PROPOSED PROJECT PLAN
North is to the right in this rendering. Sixteen residences are proposed along a single street.

PROJECT LOCATION
The project area is located at an extension of Donahue Street, Community of Marin City, Marin
County, California. The parcel consists of over fifty acres of land bounded by forested and
brushy land bordered by similar properties and subdivisions. Subdivisions dominate the eastern
edge of the property, open space land borders on the south, west and northwest with additional
subdivisions beyond..
The project area lies in the Mexican Era land grant of Saucelito within unsectioned land of
Township 1 South, Range 6 West, Mt. Diablo Base and Meridian. The Universal Transverse
Mercator Grid coordinates to the approximate center of the project area, as determined by
measurement from the USGS 7.5' Point Bonita, California Quadrangle Map (1954, photorevised
1968) are:
4191710 Meters North,
542230 Meters East, Zone 10
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FIGURE 2 -- PROJECT LOCATION ON THE USGS POINT BONITA QUADRANGLE MAP
The project area lies at the boundary of the Point Bonita and San Rafael, California quadrangle maps. The Point San
Quentin and San Francisco North quadrangle maps lie northeast and east of the project area.

REGULATORY SETTING
There are no previously recorded prehistoric or historic resources located within the project
area. Archaeological resources, once identified, are evaluated using criteria established in the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (14 CCR 15064.5 and PRC 21084.1). Significant
historical resources need to be addressed before environmental mitigation guidelines are
developed and approved. A “significant historical resource” (including both a prehistoric and
historic resource) is one that is found eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical
Resources. As per Title 14, California Code of Regulations Section 15064.5, historical
resources are those that are:
 Listed in, or eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historic Resources (Public
Resources Code 5024.1, Title 14 CCR, Section 4850 et. seq.);
 Listed in, or eligible for listing in, the National Register of Historic Places (CRHR);
 Included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in an historical resource
survey meeting the requirements of Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resource Code; or
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FIGURE 3 -- THE APPROXIMATE PROJECT BOUNDARY ON GOOGLE EARTH

FIGURE 4 -- THE PROJECT VICINITY ON GOOGLE EARTH
The project area lies generally within the red rectangle.
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Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead
agency determines to be historically significant or significant in the architectural,
engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or
cultural annals of California, provided the lead agency’s determination is supported by
substantial evidence in light of the whole record.

FIGURE 5 -- USABLE AREA WITHIN THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
All proposed construction is within the yellow area. The evaluation concentrated on the area to be developed and
examined the area to be left undeveloped less intensively.

Additionally, historical resources and historic districts designated or listed as city or county
landmarks or historic properties or districts pursuant to any city or county ordinance can also be
listed in the California Register, if the criteria for listing under the ordinance have been
determined by the Office of Historic Preservation to be consistent with California Register
criteria adopted by the commission (pursuant to Section 5024.1(e) of the PRC).
A resource may be listed as an historical resource in the California Register if it has integrity and
meets any of the following National Register of Historic Places criteria:
1) Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of our history; or
2) Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; or
3) Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
represent the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represent a
5
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significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction;
or
4) Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
CEQA (PRC 21083.2) also distinguishes between two classes of archaeological resources:
archaeological sites that meet the definition of a historical resource as above, and “unique
archaeological resources.” A “unique archaeological resource” has been defined in CEQA as
an archaeological artifact, object, or site about which it can be clearly demonstrated that, without
merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there is a high probability that it meets any of
the following criteria:
1) Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions and that
there is a demonstratable public interest in that information,
2) Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the best
available example of its type, or
3) Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic
event or person.
Buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts
representative of California and United States
history, architecture, archaeology, engineering,
and culture convey significance when they also
possess integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
A resource has integrity if it retains the
characteristics that were present during the
resource’s period of significance. Enough of
these characteristics must remain to convey the
reasons for its significance.
As of July 2015, two new classes of resources
have been defined. Tribal cultural resources and
Tribal cultural landscapes can be any of a variety
of cultural sites as defined by the individual tribe.
These resources, once identified, are treated as FIGURE 6 -- THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The finished project is shown as viewed from
significant resources under CEQA.
Only a
south.
recognized tribe or organization can designate
tribal cultural resources and tribal cultural landscapes.
The fact that a resource is not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the CRHR, or
included in a local register of historical resources (pursuant to Section 5020.1(k) of the PRC), or
identified in an historical resources survey (meeting the criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the PRC)
does not preclude a lead agency from determining that the resource may be an historical
resources as defined in PRC sections 5020.1(j) or 5024.1.

SACRED LANDS INVENTORY / NATIVE AMERICAN CONSULTATION
The California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) works to identify, catalogue, and
protect places of special religious or social significance, graves, and cemeteries of Native
Americans per the authority given the Commission in Public Resources Code 5097.9. A check
with the NAHC was done to determine if there are sites listed in the Sacred Lands file located
within or near to the current project area. No response has been received to date. . Where we
formerly undertook contact with the Native American individuals, tribes and groups listed by the
6
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NAHC, they now advise us to forward our information to the permitting agency for consultation.
The following is the language of the current form letter from the NAHC:
Attached is a consultation list of tribes with traditional lands or cultural places located
within the boundaries of the above referenced counties. Please note that the intent above
reference codes is to mitigate impacts to tribal cultural resources, as defined, for California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) projects.
As of July 1, 2015, Public Resources Code Sections 21080.1, 21080.3.1 and 21080.3.2
require public agencies to consult with California Native American tribes identified by the
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) for the purpose mitigating impacts to tribal
cultural resources:
Within 14 days of determining
that an application for a
project is complete or a
decision by a public agency to
undertake a project, the lead
agency shall provide formal
notification to the designated
contact of, or a tribal
representative of, traditionally
and
Culturally
affiliated
California Native American
tribes that have requested
notice,
which
shall
be
accomplished by means of at
least one written notification FIGURE 7 -- PART OF S.A. BARRETT'S MAP OF
that
includes
a
brief ETHNOGRAPHIC TERRITORY (1908)
description of the proposed
All of the gray area shown is in Coast Miwok territory. No
project and its location, the
ethnographic villages or settlements were identified in the Sausalito
area.
lead
agency
contact
information, and a notification
that the California Native American tribe has 30 days to request consultation pursuant to
this section. (Public Resources Code Section 21080.1 (d))
The law does not preclude agencies from initiating consultation with the tribes that are
culturally and traditionally affiliated with their jurisdictions. The NAHC believes that in fact
that this is the best practice to ensure that tribes are consulted commensurate with the
intent of the law.
In accordance with Public Resources Code Section 21080.1 (d), formal notification must
include a brief description of the proposed project and its location, the lead agency contact
information, and a notification that the California Native American tribe has 30 days to
request consultation. The NAHC believes that agencies should also include with their
notification letters information regarding any cultural-resources assessment that has been
completed on the APE, such as:
1. The results of any record search that may have been conducted at an Information
Center of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS), including,
but not limited to:
 A listing of any and all known cultural resources have already been recorded on or
adjacent to the APE;
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Copies of any and all cultural resource records and study reports that may have
been provided by the Information Center as part of the records search response;
 If the probability is low, moderate, or high that cultural resources are located in the
APE.
 Whether the records search indicates a low, moderate or high probability that
unrecorded cultural resources are located in the potential APE; and
 If a survey is recommended by the Information Center to determine whether
previously unrecorded cultural resources are present.
2. The results of any archaeological inventory survey that was conducted, including:
 Any report that may contain site forms, site significance, and suggested mitigation
measures.
All information regarding site locations, Native American human remains, and associated
funerary objects should be in a separate confidential addendum, and not be made
available for public disclosure in accordance with Government Code Section 6254.10.
3. The results of any Sacred Lands File (SFL) check conducted through Native American
Heritage Commission. A search of the SFL was completed for the USGS quadrangle
information provided with negative results. However, the APE is located in an area of
high sensitivity therefore an additional search through CHRIS and contacting all of
those on the attached contact list is highly recommended for the completion of a
cultural resources assessment.
4. Any ethnographic studies conducted for any area including all or part of the potential
APE; and
5. Any geotechnical reports regarding all or part of the potential APE.
Lead agencies should be aware that records maintained by the NAHC and CHRIS is not
exhaustive, and a negative response to these searches does not preclude the existence
of a cultural place. A tribe may be the only source of information regarding the existence
of a tribal cultural resource.
This information will aid tribes in determining whether to request formal consultation. In
the case that they do, having the information beforehand well help to facilitate the
consultation process.
If you receive notification of change of addresses and phone numbers from tribes, please
notify me. With your assistance we are able to assure that our consultation list contains
current information.
Any Native American tribes or organizations that have contacted the County of Marin and
requested consultation on planning projects under the provisions of AB-52 should be consulted
on this project. The Native American Heritage Copmmission lists the Saucelito area as the
tribal territory of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria.


RESULTS OF LITERATURE CHECK
Prior to undertaking the field survey, archaeological base maps, reports and historical
documents were consulted, including material on file at the Northwest Information Center of the
California Historic Resources Information System (CHRIS), as well as at Archaeological
Resource Service (ARS). Information was consulted regarding all previously recorded
archaeological sites, historic properties and previously evaluated properties within a one-mile
radius of the current project area. This research was used to assess the project area’s
archaeological sensitivity and determine if any known cultural resources might be impacted by
the proposed project.
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PREHISTORIC BACKGROUND
The project property lies within the
ethnographic territory of the Coast
Miwok speakers of the broader
language, Miwok or Miwokan.
Miwok is a linguistic subfamily of
the Utian family of the Penutian
stock.
Other members of the
Penutian stock include the Maidu,
Winton, Costanoan, and Yokut
(Kelly 1978). The Coast Miwok
occupied an area that included
modern day Marin County and
southern Sonoma County, north to
around
Duncans
Point,
and
northeast to Glen Ellen (Barrett
1908; Kelly 1978).
The Coast Miwok can be divided
into two groups with their own
distinct dialects; the WesternBodega Miwok (Olamentko), and
the Southern Marin, or Hookooeko
tribe, who spoke the Southern
Marin dialect with some linguistic
differences between valley and
coastal peoples (Kelly 1978: 414).
Merriam (1907) discusses a third
FIGURE 8 -- COAST MIWOK TERRITORY (KROEBER 1925)
group from the northern area of
This map from the Handbook of California Indians shows
Southern Marin Valley known as the
ethnographic village site south of Sausalito.
Lekahtewutko tribe.
Bennyhoff
(1977) and Slaymaker (1982) have further divided the Coast Miwok into political tribelets.
Within the Hookooeko territory included the Huimen tribelet. This tribelet is believed to have
been located the closest to the project area (Evans 2004).
Due to the diverse supply of resources throughout this region, the Coast Miwok were well suited
to an economy based on hunting, fishing and the gathering of acorns (Kelly 1978: 415). They
were well adapted to exploiting the wetland and marsh areas in particular, and wetland plants
and shellfish from the ocean and bays were a prime source of food. They used dip nets and
spears to catch salmon and steelhead, as well as bow and arrows with obsidian points to kill
small and large game. Along with acorns, which were ground down to make mush or bread, the
Coast Miwok utilized the buckeye fruit, the pepperwood fruit, and a variety of greens. The
collecting of shellfish led to the formation of shell deposits known as midden heaps, mounds, or
scatters, which are now the primary remains of most prehistoric sites around the bay (Kelly
1978: 417-418).
The Coast Miwok lived in conical structures that were small and made from two forked and
interlocking poles, onto which additional poles were lashed to form a cone shaped frame, then
covered by grass (Kelly 1978: 417). Approximately 6 to 10 people would reside in one of these
structures. Larger villages often contained a large, circular sweathouse that was dug four feet
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into the ground and covered with a frame of poles topped with grass, and a large ceremonial
house that was built in the same manner as the sweathouse.
Tools were made from locally obtained materials including chert, obsidian, basalt, bone, antler,
and various types of plants. Beads and pendants were manufactured from locally obtained shell
and include clamshell disc beads (used as money), Olivella beads and abalone shell pendants.
Clothing was minimal, but based on seasonal weather. Women wore a double apron made of
deerskin and men wore a similar type of loincloth. Baskets were important to the Coast Miwok
and were used for portage, storage, and cooking containers, as well as for seed beating,
winnowing, and as hoppers for groundstone mortars. The Coast Miwok also traded for venison,
medicinal plants, yellow paint, and turtles (Kelly 1978: 419).
The Coast Miwok culture became severely disrupted after the establishment of surrounding
missions in San Francisco (1776), San Rafael (1817), and Sonoma (1823) (Kelly 1978). The
rapid and forceful desocialization and acculturation imposed upon the Coast Miwok by the
missionaries left very little of their culture intact. European diseases eventually decimated the
population, and due to the use of Coast Miwok lands for lumbering, dairying, and agriculture, the
Coast Miwok people almost disappeared completely. By 1920, only five Coast Miwok
descendants remained. Ethnographic data on the Coast Miwok is based primarily the accounts
of two Miwok informants, Tom Smith and Maria Capa Frias, who were interviewed between
1931 and 1932 by Isabel Kelly (Breece & Lipo 1990).
The typical indications of Coast Miwok habitation consists of a shell midden deposit which is
represented by a dark, ashy, or loamy soil with shellfish, fish, and animal remains throughout
the deposit. Because stone tools and debitage (manufacturing waste) tend to preserve well,
these materials are also often associated with Coast Miwok habitation sites. Thus, prehistoric
shell midden sites often contain chipped stone tools, debitage, and ground stone tools such as
mortars, pestles, manos, metates, and hammerstones. Fire cracked rock, charcoal, and ash
from cooking fires can also be associated with Coast Miwok shell midden sites. More
permanent habitation sites may also contain house depressions, usually identifiable by a hard
packed earthen floor containing stone and other cultural materials (Kelly 1978, Slaymaker
1977).
There is also the potential for isolated artifacts to be present from the result of basic subsistence
activities such as gathering and processing fruits and vegetables, and hunting game (Roop
1992). These subsistence activities did not necessarily take place at the more permanent
village sites, but would occur in an area where desired materials could be obtained, such as the
grasslands between creeks and marshes. These isolated materials include chipped stone or
ground stone tools left behind after hunting and gathering activities (Kallenbach 1996, Morre
1997).
HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Marin City was part of the 19,571-acre land grant of El Rancho del Saucelito that was acquired
by Guillerno Antonio Richardson. Richardson was first mate on a whaling vessel, the Orion,
which stopped in the port at Yerba Buena (San Francisco) in 1823, and was then known as
William Richardson. Richardson stayed behind to become a Mexican citizen on the condition
that he teach his arts of navigation and carpentry (Bancroft 1886: 694). In 1825 he married
Maria Antonia Martinez, daughter of Ignacio Martinez, Commandant of the Yerba Buena
presidio. This marriage soon elevated Richardson’s social and political status in northern
California. At the end of 1829 Richardson moved his family to Marin City where he lived until
1835. During this year he went to Sonoma and aided in the founding of Sonoma. In 1836, he
acquired the land grant of Saucelito from Jose Antonio Galindo and moved there in 1841. After
that he returned to San Francisco and erected the city’s first structure. The structure was a
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“kind of tent, or shanty, replaced
in ’36 with a large adobe
building” (Bancroft 1886:694).
Richardson became the owner of
several San Francisco town lots
and served as Captain of the
port at Yerba Buena by Vallejo’s
appointment.
After the U.S. gained possession
of California, newly arriving
emigrants who did not believe
the land should belong to the
Rancheros, began moving into
the area; and when gold was
discovered, the population boom
put additional pressure on
Richardson’s
land
holdings.
Richardson spent much of his
time and money in the courts
trying to prove the legitimacy of
his land, and as a result, his
freight and passenger vessels
and his cattle businesses
declined. To help pay his bills he
was forced to sell off a good
portion of the southern shores of
Sausalito to arriving settlers. In
1868 Richardson sold 1,164
acres to nineteen San Francisco
businessmen who formed the
Sausalito Land and Ferry Co.
Sausalito began to grow and the
Sausalito Land and Ferry
Company gave 30 acres along
the waterfront to the North
Pacific Coast Railroad who FIGURE 9 -- THE DISENO FOR THE RANCHO SAUCELITO
constructed a line from the ferry
This is the legal map that fixed the boundaries of the Mexican grant.
terminal in Sausalito to the
redwood forests north of Marin (Fissinger 1987).
In 1881 Col. Obediah Livermore purchased 30 acres from the Sausalito Land and Ferry
Company, part of which lay close to the current project area. Col. Livermore was a well-known
San Francisco real estate agent and descendent of John Livermore who came over in the
Mayflower. Col. Livermore died in 1891 and left the estate to his sister, Mrs. Austin Hungerford.
The property was then sold to Chandler Burgess around 1907 (Fissinger 1987). Since this time,
the property has been subdivided and portions of it developed for single family residences.
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PREVIOUS STUDIES IN THE AREA
The research indicates that the subject
parcel has not been previously
examined by an archaeologist, and that
no cultural resources have been
identified within the project area.
However, a few archaeological surveys
have been performed within the general
area of the project location by
researchers from the College of Marin,
the Anthropological Studies Center at
Sonoma State University and private
archaeological
firms
including
Archaeological Resource Service.
Nels C. Nelson, a former student of
anthropology at the University of
California at Berkeley, spent the spring
and summer of 1907 recording FIGURE 10 -- A DETAIL FROM THE PREVIOUS GRAPHIC
Notice the word “Saucelito” and the anchor (upside down
approximately 425 shellmound sites
in this view). This is the original anchorage of Saucelito,
around the San Francisco and San
now Sausalito, where water was gathered by ships
Pablo Bays.
The results of his
departing for Asia.
investigations were published in 1909
(Nelson 1909). Many of the sites Nelson identified are located in the southern portion of Marin
County and two are located in the vicinity of the current project area, including CA-Mrn-05 and
CA-Mrn-06. Three additional prehistoric sites, CA-Mrn-610, CA-Mrn-639, and CA-Mrn-635/H,
were later discovered by Elizabeth Goerke, an instructor at the College of Marin, and several of
her students.
CA-Mrn-05 is located under the Fireside Motel/Saloon, just over .5 miles to the north-northwest
of the current project area. The site is a significant prehistoric shellmound known to contain
human burials. The site was originally described as being located on low ground, behind a
narrow marsh belt, and in a small cove in an abruptly rising wooded hill (Nelson 1907). The site
has been severely damaged by construction of a saloon and the Fireside Motel. In the 1950s,
during the construction of an addition to the saloon, two burials were encountered and removed
(Valdivia 1957). In 2002, a test excavation, to determine the extent and content of the midden,
was performed by ARS. During testing K. Flynn and R. Greene found both historic and
prehistoric items such as chert and obsidian tools, hand worked bone tools, burnt and cut
animal bone, charcoal deposits, ash deposits, processed and unprocessed shell, rusty
nails/screws, clay 4” pipe, burnt redwood timber (milled), and a dark, greasy, ashy midden soil.
Later that year, Cassandra Chattan performed an historic evaluation of the Fireside structures.
She concluded that although the building did not appear eligible for the California Register or
the National Register of Historic Places, it is of local importance for its association with events,
being well known for selling alcohol during prohibition and its appearance in several movies
(Chattan 2003).
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CA-Mrn-610 is located just under 1
mile to the northwest of the current
project area.
Students from the
College of Marin originally recorded
the site in 1983 (Cliff et al. 1983). It
was recorded as a shellmound,
overgrown with blackberry bushes
and bounded on the north by an
unnamed creek.
No artifacts,
features or human remains were
noted as being present; however, no
recorded excavation has been
conducted on the site that would allow
for the identification of such material
(Evans 2004).
CA-Mrn-06, located just under 1 mile
to the west of the current project area,
was described by Nelson as a
“shellheap [located] ¼ mile beyond
the marsh and about 10’-15’ above it,
in the middle of the valley floor, here FIGURE 11 -- PART OF NC NELSON'S MAP OF
250’ wide and rapidly narrowing to a SHELLMOUNDS
Nelson mapped large shellmounds around San Francisco Bay
mere pass through the higher hills”
between 1907 and 1909. His Site 3 can be seen on the
(1907). Nelson noted the presence of
shoreline at Sausalito.
charcoal, animal bone and large
mussel shell. In 1992 Elizabeth Goerke and Robert Rausch found it necessary to relocate the
site to be sure that the newly recorded site, CA-Mrn-610, was not Nelson’s CA-Mrn-06. A
supplemental site record was prepared, which further describes the site’s location but does not
provide any additional information beyond Nelson’s original notes (Goerke and Rausch 1992).
A site recorded by Goerke in 1996, CA-Mrn-639, is located just over a half mile to the southeast
of the current project area. This site is a shellheap, but is currently in a very disturbed state.
Goerke noted that scattered shell was found on either side of Olima Street and near Coloma
Street behind a slaughterhouse that was occasionally used by the owners to kill animals for
religious feasts (Goerke 1996). ARS performed archaeological monitoring in 2000 as part of the
Rotary Housing Development.
Midden soil containing shell and a few fragments of
disarticulated human remains were observed in a very disturbed state. The results of
monitoring are outlined in the report and site record supplement currently being prepared by
Katherine Flynn of ARS.
CA-Mrn-639/H, located on the Oak Hill School property approximately a quarter of a mile to the
southeast of the project area, was recorded by Goerke and Rausch in 1997. The site was
described as a shell midden and surrounding shell scatter with a historic house, carriage house,
and shed built upon it. During their visit they excavated one augur hole to a depth of 180 cm
below the surface. At that depth tiny bits of shell were observed in yellowish brown clay.
However, from 0 - 130 cm, midden soil containing an abundance of shell and some chert
debitage was encountered. Overall, they noted the presence of oyster shell, one with a hole
purposely drilled in the center, fish vertebrae and mammal bone. In 1881 a house and carriage
house was constructed on top of the prehistoric shellmound. Then after the 1906 earthquake a
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new house was built. The site’s “/H” designation represents this historic component (Goerke
and Rausch 1997).
In 2004, Sally Evans of ARS conducted a monitoring program at CA-Mrn-639/H during
excavation behind the historic house. She collected one obsidian projectile point, a pestle/mano
fragment, and examples of fire cracked rock. She also reported observing two prehistoric
features described as concentrations of fire cracked rock, as well as a historic oyster shell
deposit. Several historic artifacts were also observed, such as a clay pipe and ceramic
tableware fragments (Evans 2004).
In 1991, ERC performed a
45-acre
survey
for
commercial and residential
development within central
Marin City (specifically, the
new shopping center and the
adjacent townhouses). Their
field survey did not locate
any evidence of prehistoric
or historic cultural resources
within the property (ERC
1991).
In September 2004 Richard
Greene and Sally Evans of
ARS examined a parcel that
borders the present project
area on the southeast. A
proposed subdivision project
was evaluated and no FIGURE 12 -- THE NORTHERN END OF THE PROJECT AREA
This image from Google Street View looking south shows the gate that
potentially
significant
marks the northern boundary of the project area.
resources were identified.
The project was not initiated due to
a lack of financing in the collapsing
housing market of the period.

RESULTS OF SURFACE
EXAMINATION
On June 3, 2016 William Roop and
Dustin Pollard of Archaeological
Resource Service undertook a
cultural resource inventory for the
project area. The examination was
conducted by walking the length of
the project area from the terminus of
Donahue Street south to the
approximate southern end of the
property. Working north, the area
proposed for development that lies
to the east of the existing access
FIGURE 13 -- THE EXISTING FIRE ROAD
road was examined. The dense
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brush and vegetation hindered the examination, but this was partially alleviated by some brush
clearing accomplished prior to our visit. An existing water tank lies on a separate property
contained within the project area and west of the proposed development area. Several
unofficial trails and paths cross
the area, particularly near the
ridge line. A concrete structure
that appears to have supported
a water tank in the past lies
within the examined area on a
prominent east facing ridge.
The structure consists of the
circular concrete base and a low
wall about 24 inches high. The
structure does not appear old
enough to qualify for listing as
an historic resource. Recently
discarded items indicate that the
location is quite popular as a
weekend party spot, but no
other cultural association can be
made.
As the proposed development
area was examined, the team FIGURE 14 -- VEGETATION COVER
stopped every few feet and
The vegetation cover in the area to be developed was very dense. This
examined the underlying soil. A
was partially mitigated by some hand brush clearing that increased
accessibility.
hand trowel was used to clear
the vegetation and collect a
sample for examination. No
indication of Native American
settlement or use of the
property
was
observed.
Following
the
intense
inspection of the proposed
development
area,
the
remainder of the property was
less intensely investigated.
The investigation looked for
places suitable for settlement
or outcrops of stone suitable for
quarrying for tool stone or for
placement of petroglyphs. No
suitable
outcrops
were
observed in the project area.
The
outcrops
that
were
observed appear to be a soft
shale that crumbles easily and
is not useful for either FIGURE 15 -- THE LARGEST OUTCROP ENCOUNTERED
This is the largest outcrop of stone observed in the project vicinity. The
petroglyphs or tools.
material is not suitable for petroglyphs or tool use.
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The soils observed in the project area are generally light tan to buff colored and appear to have
a heavy clay content. No fragments of obsidian, chert, or any other tool stone were observed
at any location. There are no springs, streams or other water sources within the project area
and the area is generally unsuitable for settlement.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The examined area appears unsuitable for settlement by prehistoric populations. Additionally,
exploitable resources of stone or other material are lacking. The area was undoubtedly used as
a hunting territory and may have contained some usable plant materials before the area was
dominated by French broom. There is a potential for the discovery of isolated tools or artifacts
that were lost by previous inhabitants of the area. The potential for discovery of artifact
concentrations is very low and considered unlikely to occur.
In the unlikely event that a concentration of artifacts or culturally modified soil deposits including
additional trash pits older than fifty years of age are discovered at any time during grading,
scraping or excavation within the property, all work should be halted in the vicinity of the find
and a qualified archaeologist should be contacted immediately to make an evaluation. If
warranted by the discovery of a concentration of artifacts or soil deposits, further work in the
discovery area should be monitored by an archaeologist.
Artifacts that are typically found associated with prehistoric sites include humanly modified
stone, shell, bone or other cultural materials such as charcoal, ash and burned rock indicative of
food procurement or processing activities. Prehistoric domestic features include hearths,
firepits, or house floor depressions, whereas typical mortuary features are represented by
human skeletal remains. Historic artifacts potentially include all by-products of human land use
greater than 50 years of age.
Although highly unlikely, if human remains are encountered, all work must stop in the immediate
vicinity of the discovered remains and the County Coroner and a qualified archaeologist must be
notified immediately so that an evaluation can be performed. If the remains are deemed to be
Native American and prehistoric, the Native American Heritage Commission must be contacted
by the Coroner so that a “Most Likely Descendant” can be designated.
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of our preliminary geological study for the proposed residential
development to be constructed at property located adjacent to the terminus of Donahue Street in
Marin City, California. The subject property is approximately 50 acres in size of which 5.5 acres will
be developed. The project site is designated as APN 052-140-33 and extends over moderately
east sloping terrain located below a north – south trending ridgeline. The site location is shown on
Plate 1.
We understand that the project will include the construction of 18 residences, new roads and
associated infrastructure on the subject property. The purpose of our study as outlined in our
proposal dated July 18, 2016 was to evaluate the geologic hazards within the property and
comment on the geological feasibility of the project. In addition, we were to recommend the
geotechnical services needed for actual development, design and construction of the project.
SCOPE
Our scope of work was limited to a brief site reconnaissance, a review of selected published
geologic data pertinent to the site, subsurface exploration with test pits and preparation of this
report. Based on the geologic literature review, site reconnaissance and subsurface exploration,
we were to develop the following information:
1.

A brief description of geologic, surface soil, and groundwater or other conditions
observed during our reconnaissance and exploration;

2.

Distance to nearby active faults and a discussion of geologic hazards that may
affect the proposed project;

3.

Our opinion regarding the geological feasibility of the project; and

4.

Preliminary conclusions and recommendations concerning;
a.

Primary geological/geotechnical engineering concerns and possible
mitigation measures, as applicable;

b.

Suitable foundation systems for new structures;

c.

New roadways; and

d.

Supplemental geotechnical engineering services.
SERVICES PROVIDED

We reviewed select published geologic information pertinent to the site. A list of the geologic
references reviewed are presented in Appendix B. On May 24, 2017, our Certified Engineering
Geologist conducted a surficial reconnaissance of the property to observe exposed topographic
features, surface soils, rock outcroppings and cut banks. The observed features are shown on the
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Exploration Plan and Site Geologic Map, Plate 2. In addition, our Certified Engineering Geologist
explored the subsurface conditions by excavating 11 test pits to depths ranging from about 4 to 12
feet. The test pits were excavated with a track-mounted excavator at the approximate locations
shown on Plate 2. The test pit locations were determined approximately by pacing their distance
from features shown on Plate 2 and should be considered accurate only to the degree implied by
the method used. Our Certified Engineering Geologist located and logged the test pits and
obtained samples of the materials encountered for visual examination and classification. Disturbed
samples were obtained at selected depths from the test pits and placed in plastic bags.
The logs of test pits showing the materials encountered and sample depths are presented on
Plates 3 through 8. The soils are described in accordance with the Unified Soil Classification
System, outlined on Plate 9. The bedrock has been classified according the Engineering Geology
Rock Terms as outlined on Plate 10.
The test pit logs show our interpretation of subsurface soil conditions on the date of exploration and
at the locations indicated. Subsurface conditions may vary at other locations and times. Our
interpretation is based on visual inspection of soil samples and interpretation of excavation and
sampling resistance. The location of the soil boundaries should be considered approximate. The
transition between soil types may be gradual.
SITE CONDITIONS
General
Marin County is located within the California Coast Range geomorphic province. This province is a
geologically complex and seismically active region characterized by sub-parallel northwest-trending
faults, mountain ranges and valleys. The oldest bedrock units are the Jurassic-Cretaceous
Franciscan Complex and Great Valley sequence sediments originally deposited in a marine
environment. Subsequently, younger rocks such as the Tertiary-age Sonoma Volcanics group, the
Plio-Pleistocene-age Clear Lake Volcanics and sedimentary rocks such as the Guinda,
Domengine, Petaluma, Merced, Wilson Grove, Cache, Huichica and Glen Ellen formations were
deposited throughout the province. Extensive folding and thrust faulting during late Cretaceous
through early Tertiary geologic time created complex geologic conditions that underlie the highly
varied topography of today. In valleys, the bedrock is covered by thick alluvial soils.
Geology
Published geologic maps (Blake et al., 2000) (Rice et al., 1976) indicate the property is
underlain by bedrock deposits of the Cretaceous and Jurassic aged Franciscan Complex. The
Bedrock is described as Franciscan Melange and is described as consisting of fragmented and
sheared Franciscan Complex rocks which could include sandstone, shale, chert, limestone and
conglomerate as well as metamorphic serpentine and schists.
Landslides
Published landslide maps (Blake et al., 2000) (Rice et al., 1976) do not indicate large-scale
slope instability at the site, and we did not observe active landslides at the site during our study.
Mapping by Rice (Rice et al., 1976) indicates a landslide to the east and downslope of the
project area. Evidence of this landslide was not observed in our study area.
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Faulting
The site is not within a current Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone for active faults as defined by
CGS. However, the site is within an area affected by strong seismic activity. In addition, several
northwest-trending Earthquake Fault Zones exist in close proximity to, and within several miles of,
the site (Brown, 1970; Helley and Herd, 1977; Bortugno, 1982). The shortest distances from the
site to the mapped surface expression of these faults are presented in the table below.
ACTIVE FAULT PROXIMITY
Fault

Direction

Distance-Miles

San Andreas

W

5

Healdsburg-Rodgers Creek

N

21½

Concord-Green Valley

NE

27

Hayward

NE

11½

West Napa

NE

27

Calaveras

SE

28½

Greenville

E

37.5

Surface
The property extends primarily over moderately east sloping terrain. The vegetation consists of
dense brush, wooded areas and seasonal grasses. The site is generally undeveloped, however,
our site reconnaissance observed evidence of prior grading in several areas. The grading
appeared to consist of minor cutting and filling of the existing slopes. The observed cut and fill
slopes where covered in well-established vegetation and trees. In general, the ground surface is
soft and spongy. This is a condition generally associated with weak and porous surface soils.
Natural drainage consists of overland flow over the ground surface that concentrates on a natural
drainage element such as swales and ravines. The drainage trends east towards the San
Francisco Bay.
Subsurface
Our test pits indicate that the portion of the site we studied is blanketed by 6 inches to 2 feet of
weak and porous surface soils. Porous soils appear hard and strong when dry but become weak
and compressible as their moisture content increases towards saturation. These soils generally
consisted of brown sandy clays which appeared to be of medium plasticity. Medium to high
plasticity clays are often potentially expansive and experience shrink and swell within the zone of
significant moisture variation (2 to 3 feet below the surface) due to seasonal moisture fluctuations.
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The surface soils are locally covered by up to 3 feet of heterogeneous fill. Heterogeneous fill is a
material with varying density, strength, compressibility and shrink-swell characteristics that often
has an unknown origin and placement history. The approximate extent of the heterogeneous fill is
shown on Plate 2. The fill consisted of sandy clays with gravel to cobble size rocks which appeared
to be of medium plasticity and low expansion potential.
Underlying the weak surface soils and heterogeneous fills, our exploration encountered colluvial
and residual soil deposits which extended to 4½ to 9½ feet below the surface. These deposits
consisted of sandy clays and clayey gravels. The sandy clay deposits appeared to be of moderate
to high plasticity and potentially expansive. The clayey gravels appeared generally dense, and fine
to coarse with moderate to high plasticity fines which appear to be potentially expansive.
These surface materials are underlain by bedrock deposits of the Franciscan Formation that
extend to the maximum depths explored (12 feet). In general, the bedrock consisted of sandstones
and sheared shales. The sheared shales appeared soft to firm, friable, and highly weathered with
close spaced fractures throughout. The sandstone deposits appeared firm to moderately hard,
friable to weak, and highly weathered. The potential bedding and/or shear orientations trended
generally north-northwest and dipped steeply to the south and east.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Geologic Hazards
Fault Rupture
We did not observe landforms within the area that would indicate the presence of active faults
and the site is not within a current Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. Therefore, we believe
the risk of fault rupture at the site is low.
Strong Ground Shaking
Data presented by the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (2007) estimates
the chance of one or more large earthquakes (Magnitude 6.7 or greater) in the San Francisco
Bay region within the next 30 years to be approximately 63 percent. Therefore, future seismic
shaking should be anticipated at the site. It will be necessary to design and construct the
proposed development in strict adherence with current standards for earthquake-resistant
construction.
Liquefaction
Liquefaction is a rapid loss of shear strength experienced in saturated, predominantly granular
soils below the groundwater level during strong earthquake ground shaking due to an increase
in pore water pressure. The occurrence of this phenomenon is dependent on many complex
factors including the intensity and duration of ground shaking, particle size distribution and
density of the soil. The site is not located within an area delineated as being susceptible to
liquefaction and we did not encounter soils potentially susceptible to liquefaction within our
study area. Therefore, we judge that there is a low potential for liquefaction at the site.
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Densification
Densification is the settlement of loose, granular soils above the groundwater level due to
earthquake shaking. Densification typically occurs in old fills and in soils that if saturated would
be susceptible to liquefaction. Provided foundations are installed as discussed herein, we judge
the potential for densification to impact structures at the site is low.
Lurching
Seismic slope failure or lurching is a phenomenon that occurs during earthquakes when slopes or
man-made embankments yield and displace in the unsupported direction. Provided the
improvements are sufficiently set back from areas of steep slopes (in excess of 2:1), the
foundations are installed as recommended in accordance with a geotechnical engineering study
report, and the proposed fills are adequately keyed into underlying bedrock material, as
subsequently discussed, we judge the potential for impact to the proposed development from the
occurrence of these phenomena at the site is low. However, some of these secondary earthquake
effects are unpredictable as to location and extent, as evidenced by the 1989 Loma Prieta
Earthquake.
Geotechnical Issues
Based upon the results of our geologic data review, reconnaissance, and subsurface exploration
we judge that it is geotechnically feasible to develop the subject property and construct singlefamily residences, and access roads. The primary geotechnical considerations and potential
mitigating measures recommended for building site development and roadway construction are
discussed in the following sections of the report. These conclusions are preliminary and will need to
be verified or modified during final design following detailed site-specific subsurface exploration,
laboratory testing and geotechnical engineering evaluations, as recommended herein.
Residence Locations
The proposed building envelopes must be located away from unstable areas and steep slopes in
order to reduce the risks associated with slope instability. The location of the building envelopes in
relation to such areas is shown on Plate 2. Initially, a structural setback of approximately 50-feet
from unstable areas and breaks in slope of 2:1 or steeper should be established. A site-specific
study should finalize recommended structural set backs.
Weak, Porous Surface Soils
Weak, porous surface soils, such as those found at the site, appear hard and strong when dry but
will lose strength rapidly and settle under the load of fills, foundations, slabs and pavements as
their moisture content increases and approaches saturation. The moisture content of these soils
can increase as the result of rainfall, periodic irrigation or when the natural upward migration of
water vapor through the soils is impeded by, and condenses under fills, foundations, pavements
and slabs. The detrimental effects of such movements can be remediated by strengthening the
soils during grading. This is typically achieved by excavating the weak soils and replacing them as
properly compacted (engineered) fill. Alternatively, foundation support can be obtained by a
foundation system that gains support below the weak surface soils.
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Heterogeneous Fill
Heterogeneous fills of unknown quality and unknown method of placement, such as those found at
the site, can settle and/or heave erratically under the load of new fills, structures, slabs, and
pavements. Footings, slabs, and pavements supported on heterogeneous fill could also crack as a
result of such erratic movements. Thus, where not removed by planned grading, the
heterogeneous fill must be excavated and replaced as an engineered fill if it is to be used for
structural support.
Expansive Soil
In addition, localized deposits of potentially expansive soils were encountered at the subject
property. Expansive surface soils shrink and swell as they lose and gain moisture throughout the
yearly weather cycle. Near the surface, the resulting movements can heave and crack lightly
loaded shallow foundations (spread footings) and slabs and pavements. The zone of significant
moisture variation (active layer) is dependent on the expansion potential of the soil and the extent
of the dry season. The active layer is generally considered to range in thickness from about 2 to 3
feet. The detrimental effects of the above-described movements can be reduced by pre-swelling
the expansive soils and covering them with a moisture fixing and confining blanket of properly
compacted select fill, consisting of low to non-expansive soils. In building areas, the blanket
thickness required depends on the expansion potential of the soils and the anticipated performance
of the foundations and slabs. In order to effectively reduce foundation and slab heave given the
expansion potential of the site’s soils, a blanket thickness of 30 to 36 inches will be needed. In
exterior slab and paved areas, the select fill blanket need only be 12 inches thick.
Foundation Slab and Pavement Support
Satisfactory foundation support on sloping terrain can be obtained from spread footings that bottom
at minimum depth on firm bedrock exposed by planned excavations, or in bedrock reached by
footings excavated through the creeping soils, or from spread footings supported on buttressed fills
of equal thickness. Where the creeping soils are not buttressed or removed by grading the
residential footings must be designed to resist creep forces.
If remedial grading is performed, satisfactory foundation support for the proposed development can
be obtained from spread footings that bottom on the select, engineered fill. Slab-on-grade floors
and pavements can also be satisfactorily supported on the select engineered fill.
As an alternative to remedial grading, satisfactory foundation support can be obtained from drilled
piers that gain support below the weak surface soils. Structurally supported wood floors can be
used in living areas in conjunction with the piers and grade beams.
If remedial grading is not performed slab-on-grade floors will heave and/or settle and crack, and
will not perform satisfactorily in residential living areas. However, wood floors supported above
grade on joists that span the grade beams and/or isolated interior piers will perform well and can
be used in living areas, as planned. Slab-on-grade floors can be used in garages provided that:
1.

The subgrade materials comprise at least 12 inches of select fill and are preswelled by soaking prior to installation of the slabs;
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2.

The slabs are cast separate from foundations and framing to allow differential
settlement or heave to occur without distressing the slabs or framing;

3.

The slabs are reinforced to reduce cracks;

4.

The slabs are grooved to induce cracking in a non-obtrusive manner; and

5.

Some heave and cracking is acceptable to the user.

We estimate that the slabs will undergo from 1 to 3 inches of differential heave if they are
constructed directly on the expansive soils.
Criteria for the design of the above foundation systems should be developed by a site specific
geotechnical study as recommended in the supplemental services section of this report.
Downslope Creep
Weak, creep-prone surface soils, such as those found at the project site, tend to naturally consolidate
and settle on sloping terrain that is 5:1 (horizontal to vertical) or steeper. Fills and foundations
deriving support from these materials will be susceptible and contribute to the downslope creep and
settlement unless properly embedded in bedrock or buttressed (keyed, benched, drained and
compacted), respectively. The settlement causes cracks in the slabs and structural distress in the
form of cracked plaster, and sticky doors and windows. Therefore, it will be necessary to obtain fill
and/or foundation support below the creeping soils and design the foundations to resist stresses
imposed by the creeping soils.
Fill Support
Hillside fills need to be constructed on level keyways and benches excavated entirely on rock.
However, regardless of the care used during grading, buttressed fills of uneven thickness such as
those typically built on hillsides, will settle differentially. Satisfactory performance of structural
elements constructed on hillside fills, such as houses, pools, pool decks, garage slabs and
driveways, will require the use of specialized grading techniques. These include excavating all
creeping soils, and replacing said materials as a buttressed fill of even thickness or constructing
said improvements entirely on cut. Recommendations for maximum fill thickness will be provided in
a site specific geotechnical engineering study.
Access Roads
The proposed roadway alignment does not traverse across mapped or observed unstable areas.
Therefore, we judge its geotechnically feasible to construct the driveway as shown. Final roadway
design should include a site-specific study of the alignment, particularly areas of inherent weakness
such as steep slopes, swales and ravines. In general, new driveways should be aligned to avoid
steep slopes and areas of potential instability in order to reduce construction costs and future
maintenance. Since slopes from the existing road to the proposed building sites are generally
moderate, we anticipate driveway grading to be geotechnically feasible.
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Erosion and Site Drainage
The long-term satisfactory performance of roadways and residential development constructed on
hillsides results primarily from strict control of surface runoff and subsurface seepage. The site’s
surface soils are moderately to well drained and have low to high erosion potential depending on
slope inclination. Uncontrolled erosion could induce sloughing or landsliding. Downspouts from the
future residences should discharge into closed glued pipes that empty away from unstable areas
and into nearby roadway or natural drainages. Discharge for roadway culverts and ditches and
downspout points need to be protected against erosion and sloughing by energy dissipators such
as rip-rap and gabions, or equivalent protective and energy dissipation measures, as appropriate.
Groundwater
Free groundwater seeps or springs were not observed during our reconnaissance. On hillsides,
rainwater typically percolates through the porous topsoil and migrates downslope in the form of
seepage at the interface of the topsoil and bedrock, and through fractures in the bedrock.
Fluctuations in the seepage rates typically occur due to variations in rainfall and other factors such
as periodic irrigation.
Supplemental Services
We should perform a detailed geotechnical study prior to the design and construction of the
residences and roadways. The study should include test borings or backhoe pits, laboratory testing
and engineering analyses. The geotechnical study should address specific design and locating
aspects of each planned residential location and the access road, and the data generated should
be incorporated into project plans. The plans should then be reviewed by the geotechnical
engineer and /or engineering geologist prior to receiving bids for planned work.
LIMITATIONS
This report has been prepared by RGH for the exclusive use of LIBAO Properties LLC and their
consultants to evaluate the geotechnical feasibility of residential development within the proposed
subdivision.
Our services consist of professional opinions and conclusions developed in accordance with
generally accepted geological/geotechnical engineering principles and practices. We provide no
warranty, either expressed or implied. Our conclusions and recommendations are based on the
information provided to us regarding the proposed development, the results of our field
reconnaissance, data review, and professional judgment. As such, our conclusions and
recommendations should be considered preliminary and for feasibility and planning purposes only.
A site specific subsurface study, such as recommended herein, may reveal conditions different
from those encountered in our preliminary test pits and inferred by surface observation and data
review only. Such site specific subsurface study may warrant a revision to our preliminary
conclusions.
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Site conditions and cultural features described in the text of this report are those existing at the time
of our field exploration on May 24, 2017, and may not necessarily be the same or comparable at
other times.
It should be understood that slope failures including landslides, debris flows and erosion are ongoing natural processes which gradually wear away the landscape. Residual soils and weathered
bedrock can be susceptible to downslope movement, even on apparently stable sites. Such
inherent hillside and slope risks are generally more prevalent during periods of intense and
prolonged rainfall, which occasionally occur in northern California and/or during earthquakes.
Therefore, it must be accepted that occasional slope failure and erosion and deposition of the
residual soils and weathered bedrock materials are irreducible risks and hazards of building upon
or near the base of any hillside or steep slope throughout northern California. By accepting this
report, the client and other recipients acknowledge their understanding and acceptance of these
risks and hazards.
The scope of our services did not include a site specific geotechnical engineering study, an
environmental assessment or a study of the presence or absence of hazardous, toxic or corrosive
materials in the soil, surface water, groundwater or air on, below, or around this site, nor did it
include an evaluation or study for the presence or absence of wetlands.
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TP-1
105°
0

A
A

B

O R A N G E - B R O W N C L AY E Y
GRAVEL (GC), dense, moist, fine
to coarse grained with few roots.

C

G R AY B R O W N S H E A R E D
SHALE, soft to firm, friable, highly
weathered.

B
5
ft.

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.

C

10
0

5 ft.

10

TP-2
180°

A

0

5
ft.

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.

B

O R A N G E - B R O W N C L AY E Y
GRAVEL (GC), dense, moist, fine
to coarse grained with few roots.

C

G R AY B R O W N S H E A R E D
SHALE, soft to firm, friable, highly
weathered with clay pockets, wet.

10
0

5 ft.
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TP-3
95°
0

A

D A R K B R O W N S A N D Y C L AY
(CL), soft, moist, porous with roots
and gravel.

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CL), stiff to very stiff, moist with
gravel.

C

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CH), very stiff, moist with abundant
gravels.

D

GRAY BROWN SHEARED SHALE,
soft to firm, friable, highly weathered.

A

DARK BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL),
stiff, dry, porous with roots and
abundant gravel to cobble size
rocks. (FILL)

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CH), very stiff, moist, with
abundant gravels.

C

G R AY B R O W N S H E A R E D
SHALE, soft to firm, friable, highly
weathered with clay pockets, wet.

A

B
5
ft.

C
10
D

15
0

5 ft.

10

TP-4
75°
0

A

5
ft.

B

C
10
0

5 ft.
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LOG OF TEST PITS TP-3 AND TP-4
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4

TP-5
135°
0

A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.

B

O R A N G E - B R O W N C L AY E Y
GRAVEL (GC), dense, moist, fine
to coarse grained with few roots.

C

G R AY B R O W N S H E A R E D
SHALE, soft to firm, friable, highly
weathered, with abundant clay
pockets and very close fractures

A

B
5
ft.

C
10
0

5 ft.

10

TP-6
56°
0

A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CL), stiff, moist, some sandstone
gravels.

C

ORANGE BROWN SANDSTONE,
firm, friable, highly weathered. with
close fractures

A
B
5
ft.
C

10
0

5 ft.
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LOG OF TEST PITS TP-5 AND TP-6
Marin City Property
Donahue Street
Marin City, California
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5

TP-7
80°
0
A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.

B

ORANGE BROWN SANDSTONE,
moderately hard, weak, highly
weathered, with close fractures

A
B

5
ft.

10
0

10

5 ft.

TP-8
90°
0

A
A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.
(FILL)

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CL), stiff to very stiff, moist, with
sandstone gravels.

C

ORANGE BROWN SANDSTONE,
m o d e ra te ly h a rd , we a k, h igh ly
weathered, with close fractures.

B

5
ft.

C

10
0

5 ft.
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LOG OF TEST PITS TP-7 AND TP-8
Marin City Property
Donahue Street
Marin City, California

PLATE

6

TP-9
265°
0

A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.
(FILL)

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CH), stiff to very stiff, moist, with
sandstone gravels.

C

ORANGE BROWN SANDSTONE,
m o d e ra te ly h a rd , we a k, h igh ly
weathered, with close fractures.

A
5
ft.
B

C

10

15
0

5 ft.

10

TP-10
75°
0
A

A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.
(FILL)

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CL), stiff to very stiff, moist, with
sandstone gravels.

C

ORANGE BROWN SANDSTONE,
friable, weak, highly weathered, with
close fractures.

B
5
ft.

C

10
0

5 ft.

RGH
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LOG OF TEST PITS TP-9 AND TP-10
Marin City Property
Donahue Street
Marin City, California

PLATE

7

TP-11
65°
0
A

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL), stiff,
dry, porous with roots and gravel.
(FILL)

B

ORANGE-BROWN SANDY CLAY
(CL), stiff to very stiff, moist, with
sandstone gravels.

C

ORANGE BROWN SANDSTONE,
friable, weak, highly weathered, with
close fractures.

A

B
5
ft.

C

10
0

5 ft.
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LOG OF TEST PIT TP-11
Marin City Property
Donahue Street
Marin City, California

PLATE

8

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

GRAVEL
AND
GRAVELLY
SOILS

COARSE
GRAINED
SOILS

MORE THAN
50% OF COARSE
FRACTION
RETAINED ON
NO. 4 SIEVE

MORE THAN 50%
OF MATERIAL
IS LARGER
THAN NO. 200
SIEVE SIZE

SAND
AND
SANDY
SOILS
MORE THAN
50% OF COARSE
FRACTION
PASSING ON
NO. 4 SIEVE

GRAPH LETTER
CLEAN
GRAVEL

GW

WELL-GRADED GRAVEL, GRAVEL-SAND
MIXTURES, LITTLE OR NO FINES

(LITTLE OR FINES)

GP

POORLY-GRADED GRAVEL, GRAVEL-SAND
MIXTURES, LITTLE OR NO FINES

GRAVEL
WITH FINES

GM

WELL-GRADED GRAVEL, GRAVEL-SAND
MIXTURES, LITTLE OR NO FINES

(OVER 12%
OF FINES)

GC

CLAYEY GRAVEL, POORLY GRADED
GRAVEL-SAND-CLAY MIXTURES

CLEAN
SANDS

SW

WELL-GRADED SAND, GRAVELLY SAND,
LITTLE OR NO FINES

(LITTLE OR
NO FINES)

SP

POORLY-GRADED SAND, GRAVELLY SAND,
LITTLE OR NO FINES

SANDS
WITH FINES

SM

SILTY SANDS, POORLY GRADED SAND-SILT
MIXTURES

(OVER 12%
OF FINES)

SC

CLAYEY SANDS, POORLY GRADED
SAND-CLAY MIXTURES

ML

INORGANICS SILTS AND VERY FINE SANDS,
ROCK FLOUR, SILTY OR CLAYEY FINE SANDS,
OR CLAYEY SILTS WITH SLIGHT PLASTICITY

CL

INORGANIC CLAYS OF LOW TO MEDIUM
PLASTICITY, GRAVELY CLAYS, SANDY
CLAYS, SILTY CLAYS, LEAN CLAYS

OL

ORGANIC CLAYS AND ORGANIC SILTY
CLAYS OF LOW PLASTICITY

MH

ORGANIC SILTS, MICACEOUS OR
DIATOMACEOUS FINE SANDY OR SILTY
SOILS, ELASTIC SILTS

CH

INORGANIC CLAYS OF HIGH PLASTICITY,
FAT CLAYS

OH

ORGANIC CLAYS OF MEDIUM TO HIGH
PLASTICITY, ORGANIC SILTS

PT

PEAT, HUMUS, SWAMP SOILS AND OTHER
SOILS WITH HIGH ORGANIC-CONTENTS

SILTS AND CLAYS
FINE
GRAINED
SOILS
MORE THAN 50%
OF MATERIAL
IS SMALLER
THAN NO. 200
SIEVE SIZE

TYPICAL
DESCRIPTIONS

LIQUID LIMIT LESS THAN 50

SILTS AND CLAYS
LIQUID LIMIT GREATER THAN 50

HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS

RGH

CONSULTANTS
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SOIL CLASSIFICATION AND KEY TO TEST DATA
Marin City Property
Donahue Street
Marin City, California

NOTE: DUAL SYMBOLS ARE USED TO INDICATE BORDERLINE SOIL CLASSIFICATIONS

SYMBOLS

MAJOR DIVISIONS

PLATE

9

LAYERING
MASSIVE
THICKLY BEDDED
MEDIUM BEDDED
THINLY BEDDED
VERY THINLY BEDDED
CLOSELY LAMINATED
VERY CLOSELY LAMINATED

JOINT, FRACTURE, OR SHEAR SPACING
Greater than 6 feet
2 to 6 feet
8 to 24 inches
2½ to 8 inches
¾ to 2½ inches
¼ to ¾ inches
Less than ¼ inch

VERY WIDELY SPACED
WIDELY SPACED
MODERATELY SPACED
CLOSELY SPACED
VERY CLOSELY SPACED
EXTREMELY CLOSELY SPACED

Greater than 6 feet
2 to 6 feet
8 to 24 inches
2½ to 8 inches
¾ to 2½ inches
Less than ¼ inch

HARDNESS
Soft - pliable; can be dug by hand
Firm - can be gouged deeply or carved with a pocket knife
Moderately Hard - can be readily scratched by a knife blade; scratch leaves heavy trace of dust and is readily visible
after the powder has been blown away
Hard - can be scratched with difficulty; scratch produces little powder and is often faintly visible
Very Hard - cannot be scratched with pocket knife, leaves a metallic streak
STRENGTH
Plastic - capable of being molded by hand
Friable - crumbles by rubbing with fingers
Weak - an unfractured specimen of such material will crumble under light hammer blows
Moderately Strong - specimen will withstand a few heavy hammer blows before breaking
Strong - specimen will withstand a few heavy ringing hammer blows and usually yields large fragments
Very Strong - rock will resist heavy ringing hammer blows and will yield with difficulty only dust and small flying fragments
DEGREE OF WEATHERING
Highly Weathered - abundant fractures coated with oxides, carbonates, sulphates, mud, etc., thorough discoloration,
rock disintegration, mineral decomposition
Moderately Weathered - some fracture coating, moderate or localized discoloration, little to no effect on cementation,
slight mineral decomposition
Slightly Weathered - a few stained fractures, slight discoloration, little or no effect on cementation, no mineral
composition
Fresh - unaffected by weathering agents; no appreciable change with depth

RGH
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ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ROCK TERMS
Marin City Property
Donahue Street
Marin City, California

PLATE

10

RGH
Preliminary Geotechnical Study Report
June 22, 2017
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MARIN CITY LIBAO DEVELOPMENT

Donohue Street, Marin City, California

APPENDIX E: Drainage Study Narrative

Drainage Narrative
Marin City LIBAO Development
Donahue St
Marin City, CA 94965
July 21st, 2017
Prepared by

Matthew Machi, P.E.
Exp. March 31, 2019
Job# 15-58

16109 Healdsburg Avenue, Suite D
Healdsburg, CA 95448-7060
Phone: 707-433-0134; Fax: 707-433-0135; Website: www.atterburyandassociates.com

Project Background:
The project consists of the subdivision of a 50 acre parcel to the South of the cul-de-sac
at the end of Donahue Street in Marin City. The project proposes 18 single family
detached lots to the East of the ridgeline. The lot is currently vacant and the existing
drainage pattern consists of sheet flow from the ridge, eventually leading to ephemeral
watercourses below the elevation of the proposed improvements. The project does not
propose to change the existing drainage pattern. Because the project proposes to
increase the impervious area for the site, included in the proposed improvements are
bioretention areas to provide stormwater treatment and hydro-modification to mitigate to
pre-project conditions. 15” storm drain pipes are proposed to transmit the stormwater to
each of the BMP areas. All stormwater infrastructure will be owned and maintained by
the HOA.
Pipe Sizing Analysis:
A Rational Method calculation was used to find the flow volume of the 100-year storm
event (Q=CIAK) for the purposes of confirming pipe capacity. Using the largest DMA as
a worst-case scenario, the 100-year flow was calculated to be less than 3 cfs. All
proposed pipes are the county minimum diameter of 15” and the minimum expected
pipe slope is 3%. By way of Manning’s equation, the conservative capacity is
approximately 11 cfs. The pipes are sufficient for the purposes of this application.
Peak Runoff Flow Analysis:
In order to provide adequate hydro-modification to provide zero net increase in runoff,
the USDA TR-55 “delta volume capture” analysis method was used to calculate the
volume of stormwater runoff before and after construction due to the increase of
impervious area. Each of the project BMP bioretention areas has been sized to retain
the “delta volume” for the 100 year, 24 hour storm event. By retaining the “delta volume”
there will be no net increase in runoff from the project.
BASMAA Stormwater Runoff Treatment:
Bioretention features will be constructed in conjunction with the stormwater BMP
retention basins (mentioned above) to act as treatment. Sizing of the bioretention
surface area is determined by the BASMAA bio-retention sizing factor of 4% of the
project impervious surface. Each of the bioretention areas will treat the runoff of the 85th
percentile storm.
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